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CITY
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NAACP Marches
For Memberships
M
This Saturday

Judge Asked To Free
arine Hero From Brig

The Memphis Branch NAACP
has declared Saturday, December 13 as NAACP Day in Memphis. Workers throughout the
city will be knocking on doors
seeking NAACP memberships
in an effort to write at least
2,500 members which will take
the Branch oat over 10,000
the Branch total over 10,000
Support has been pledged by
some local radio stations to
give "NAACP Day" a boost
•
The lacal NAACP also appeals
The Mallory Knights Cheri- a many child will see this year.
Defense attorneys conlinued the trial judge, Navy C a pt.
to the community tor full sup. table Organization at 280 Her- "We are struggling to hel p
, port in this membership effort. nando St. has issued an urgent make their dreams come true, to question prospective jurors William Neely, Judge Advocate
in the general court martial of General Corps, United States
appeal for funds so that it can Some will be able to eat only,
black marines on charges Navy.
four
The Annual Meeting of
.
do the work it has been doing' but they will have a great de1 of conspiracy to riot, riot and
the Memphis Branch NAACP
Late last wek, the Memphis
toys.
and
of
poor
clothing
for
the
sire
for
Memfully
faith
assaults in connection with an branch of the NAACP sent telei will be held at 4 . 00 P.M. on
of yourselves an di
"Think
the
for
County
Shelby
and
phis
incident which occurred at the
ISunday, December 14 at Mt.
your children and the merry
past 18 years.
See Page 2
plan_ Naval Air, Station on the night
Olive C.M.E. Church. Linden
are
you
Following is the letter writ-, Christmas that
of July' 30, 1969.
and Lauderdale. The annual repersons who would like' ning to have.
of the activities of the ten to
r.
e case is exbe remembered "And then think of the dinBranch during the year 1969. for others to
pected toe be put on later in
will be made at this time. This'during the traditionally "OPY dren whose parents are unablel the week in the trial involving
to make them happy because, Lance Corporal Perry B a c kwill be the last Branch meetingiseason:
of the year. Al members and 'There are only 12 more they struggle all year long just strom. Jr., of Meridian, Miss.;
of the year. All members and days left before Christmas, and to
Private First Class Arthur Mc
friendsare invited to be ores- letters requesting Christmas 'We
youto send in your I Call, 20, of Birmingham, Ala.;
feedurgeem
' baskets are pouring into our of- contributions. large or small
ent.
,I Private First Class Charles L.
- fice. And yet we are far behind
at once, for it is needed badly.' Nickson, 19, of Memphis, and
VA our goal of $5,000 which we
contributions tol Private Oscar W. Terry, 19, of
had hoped to raise in order "Send your
Christmas' Paducah, Ky., all of w h o m
to feed the poor and hungry Mallory K n i gh t s
Basket Fund for thNede e,ylhave served in Vietnam.
families on Christmas Day.
eedy,l A fifth marine, Private First
"So we urge you to think of Basket und f r toeNh
Needy,' Class Joe E. Talton. 21, of
the many impoverished chil. Basket Fund for the
tearrIg
eh
mempais,i S
inegdtohn,u t
dren of the community who are 280 Hernando Street,
he diedw awshileale5e
n
38126.
Tennessee,
,
depending on someone to make
1 The Booker T. Washington them feel the joy and happiness
Harry L. Strong is the gem;leave in Memphis.
A request for a delay in the
'High School PTA will hold its of that day The M a 1 I o r y eral director of the organizetrial was asked for by Atty. W.
e school Knights will be the only Santa tion
regular meeting in
Otis Higgs of Memphis when he
auditorium o n Monday after entered
the case last Tuesday.
noon. Dec. 15. at 3:30 p.m.
•
ATTY. OTIS HIGGS
'Dec. 9, but this was denied by
The theme will be "It is
attlers Win Classic
High Time for Family Living,
and the speaker will be Miss
reason to expect a letdown in
By BILL LITTLE
Frances Gandy, supervisor of
this 36-year old bowl game.
secondary education for the MIAMI — The Florida A&M
Not only was a lot of tradiMemphis Board of Education. Rattlers got psyched up by lion riding with the Classic
WINS SCHOLARSHIP — Accompanying
ing Company, and Miss Veta Zoe Bridges
Door prizes will be awarded, their cagy coach of 25 years ; but the Tigers of Coach Eddie
the title of "Miss Social Belle 1969-70" was
is seen here accepting it and a trophy from
all parents and interested! and went out and rewarded Robinson, who hss sent over
and
a S1,000 salopfihschr oStm oVRt-axlecord
Porter,
record•
Stag
and
songwriter
David
are invited to attend.' Coach Jake Gaither with a 70 Grambling
persons
a 81.000 schol.irship from Stax-Volt Record.
ing artist. (Withers Photo)
alumni into
23-19 conquest of Grambling' professional football since 1941,
in the Orange Blossom Classic had impressive statistical crenight before d
last Saturday
lsthat belied the teasel:
,
36'680 1° the 4"Ikange Ihne''' on their record.
The clincher for the Rattlers
came with 4:07 left to play. The Florida kicking game.
With Grambling leading 19-17 helped the Rattlers gain a
Florida quarterback Ste•e 14-6 halftime lead after oramScruggs let go a perfectly bling's punishing rushing
executed pitch off the option attack gave the Tigers a shortAlso serving on other com- The Hiawatha Art and Social to Hubert Ginn who dashed lived 6-0 first quarter margin.
The sixth annual Miss Social en Ramona Seymour, second
The score came on a 11 yard
Belle Contest, the major fund- place, $2,152; Mindy McWil- mittees were Mrs. Lorene Os-I Club met recently at the Mor- across from the 22.
pass from Frank Holmes to
raising effort of the Memphis liams. t hird place, 61,056.50;i
/
borne, M r s. Fannie Taylor)rison Cafeteria with Mrs. Maud- Before the game Gaither, Charles Smith. The kick was
rthl
u
lo
branch of the NAACP came to Georgette Robinson,
PFC. OSCAR TERRY
C.D. Tucker. Mrs. Jewel Hul- ieh ompson and Mrs. Annie Mit- whose Rattlers have lost only drubbed. Florida scored a pair
a successful and dramatic cli- prize, $904; Tempie King, fifth
to Tennessee A&I State in of TD's after gaining considerbert, Robert M. Ratcliffe. Mrs.! chell as the hostesses.
max last Friday night, Dec. 5. prize, $700.25; Kathy II e 3,1
nine outings, was concerned able yardage on the exchange
No ma Griffin, Mrs. J
with the crowning of Miss Veta $532.50; Florence Crenshaw,
Johnson snad Mrs. Lois Tar- Members and guests enjoyed with how he was going to get of punts.
Zoe Bridges as "Miss Social $414.25; Loretta McCoy, named
the luncheon, and Mrs. Grace his team up because of the
pley.
Ginn got his first touchdown
"Miss Congeniality, $340
Belle 1969-70."
of
G rambling's on an eight yard scamper
Tardy presided over the busi- mediocrity
Serving as master of cere- ness and brought a report on 6-3 record. The astute Gaither with Scruggs' keeper from the
Miss Bridges was crowned Evelyn Webber, $233.70; a n d
during the Coronation Ba 11 other donations amounting t o monies for the a f fair was the sciek. Mrs. Zana Ward didn't need to be told that four good for another to wrestle
Charlie Tarpley.
gave a report from the City Gra m bling suffered its set- the lead away from the Louisiheld at the Showcase Club. She $584.
backs to
Federation.
Tennessee
MU, anians.. Horace Lovett kicked
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Miss Velma Lois J o ne s,
Miss Deanie Parker, director
Alcorn, the
Anderson Bridges of 2384 Vista chairman of the NAACP FreeMembers. present were Mrs..I Southern, and
a 28 yard field goal just after
StaxVolt
for
relations
public
Drive and a senior at Hamilton dom Fund Committee, was gen- of
Maggie Newsom, Mrs. Lo u i s SWAC champion.
the intermission to give Florida
as
served
Company,
Recording
eral chairman, and Mrs. DoroHigh School.
Lucille Wilson, The trio has an overall re-,,
the 1969 Gaston, Mrs.
The Memphis branch of the thy Westbrook was the contest honorary chairman of
See Page 7
Mrs cord of 23-3-2. Florida had no
Williams
Beulah
Mrs.
executive vice
NAACP said that this year's chairman. In charge of the cor- contest. Al Bell,
Willa BrisMrs.
Bodden,
Doris
was rewas one of the most successful onation was Mrs. Gloria yen- president of Stax-Volt.
Crawford,1
sponsible for obtaining t h e co, Mrs. Mildred
contests financially, wi t h a son.
Lucy Fowlkes, Mrs. Em-!
Mrs.
scholarship
total, amount reported of Mrs. Elsie Bailey was chair1 ma Johnson, Mrs. Carlotta Wat-'
presented to Miss Bridges.
$11,232.20.
son
Erma Lee Laws publicity chair- 1
Miss Bridges reported a total man. Serving as co-chairmen of Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, exe- porter.
and Miss B. C. Lenoir'
of $4,320 and received a $1,000 the Contestants 'Dinner were cutive secretary of the branch,'r Guests included Mrs. Estell
scholarship from S t a x-V o It Mrs. Annie L. Willis and Mrs. said. "The Memphis branch
W L 0 K the "We Try Hard- be publicized through the week
Jones of Los Angeles, Mr s. er" station around Memphis
on "COMMUNITY
Recording Cornpany.
E. J. Neely. Jesse H. Turner NAACP is deeply grateful to
ACTION
PFC. CHARLES HICKSON
PFC. ARTHUR IleCALL
Other contestants and t h e were co-chairmen of the finance committees and supporters for Marie Rinkston and Mrs. Jim- Town, is attempting to create CENTRAL BULLETIN BOARD.
a new image under the leader- Miss Golden emphasizes that
amounts they raised were Kar committee.
, mie Mitchell.
a job well done."
ship of Mr. Eric Anderson, its the
i,fil;;;Aft
COMMUNITY
ACTION
new general manager. Ander- CENTRAL phone number is
son has promised to make an 527-WLOK and
24
manned
already black oriented radio: hours a day to provide Emerstation even more relevant to gency service. Joan has done
Black Memphians. Many will , research and has information
remember Eric from his long on
Public
Agencies which
association with WDIA, but serve the public.
will remember
Miss Golden stated, "Anyone
more
even
him for his active support of who has a problem which
, might be handled by a Public
and association with flume!
ous civil rights organization Agency, and
doesn't know
which agency to go to for help,
in Memphis.
Anderson said, "W L 0 X can call COMMUNITY ACTION
has always served the commun- CENTRAL and we'll find out
ity. but we want to do a lot which Agency can best do the
snore than has been done in job and make sure they are
the past." The station has made aware of the problem."
Created a new department lot Specifically Miss Golden talked
community service. Headed by about cases in which families
Joan Golden, its name . is have lost their homes in fires
C E N TRAL. Miss and similar problems.
ACTION
The news department is
Golden has been associated
with W L 0 K for ten years getting a new look, too. Bill
and she is also known for her Brackeen, formaly of WREC
h and civic setbrk. Miss and WME Radio Stations, was
a describes COMMUNI- recently made news director.
stated. "COMMUNITY
Y ACTION CENTRAL as Bill
the place to get things done. ACTION CENTRAL is our
She stated, "We want churches, thing, too." Bill Adkins, who
social clubs, civic organiza- Brackeen describes as "A
tions, and the like to let us real corner, one of the best
know what they are doing so beginners I've ever seen in
we car help them publicize Radio," recently joined the
it " Joan says she is starting WLOK NEWS STAFF. Adkins
GETS NEW POSITION — Stax Records recently named
a new program, called VIEM• is a native Memphian and
Bernard Roberson as Assistant to the National Promotion
PHIS TODAY which will in- attended Tennessee ASt1 UniRrher.on will be responsible for record platy in
finishing
now
Director.
is
He
versity.
activities
these
clude news of
every city in the nited States. He is a prodaet of Hamilton
and interviews with people who up at CHRISTIAN BROTHEITS
High Seim .1 ant. I',...phis State University and reeogni -ed
liams, Karen Seymour, Veta Zoe Bridges, 'Miss Social are involved with these groups. COLLEGE in Memphis. He will
SOCIAL BELE CONTESTANTS — Surrounding Mrs. Dorn
'icy
n
s one of the N tioa's top Salesmen aid Promotion men
Belle:" Mrs. Viesthrook, Florence Crenshaw, Kathy Hes, Joan says she will also make cover the early
thy Westbrook, chairman of the "Miss Social Belie Conis beiag estagratnlated by kis elose friead, Norma ri
He
also
elver
will
and
WLOK
on
events
which
sure
that
Congeniality."
e
"Miss
r
a
McCoy,
Loretta
and
King
runners-up
Tempie
the
and
in
afwinner
1969-70
test," are the
ef C.1.4,-; Records.
Thrasher
happen.
they
will
groups
news
as
sponsored by these
stories
fair. From left are Georgette Robinson, Minday McWil-

Knights WillBe Only President Is Asked
Santa Some Kids See To Review Charges

I

1•
'Washington PTA
To Meet Monday

R

Hamilton High Senior Crowned
At Ball For 'Miss Social Belle'

Hiawatha.
Club Holds

Monthly Meet

NEW IMAGE FOR

re- KOK-Community Action Central
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DEFENDER

winning FAMU march, but
the Rattlers were not to be
denied.
The game was the fourth
Detroit's third double murder Northlawn, surrendered to po
Continued from Pate 1
between the two schools with
the past several weeks was lice with his lawyer, and was
in
twice,
winning
Linda
Quareach team
'Jones, Lillie Davis,
CAMPUS RUNNER P
grams to General L. F. Chap- FAMU
uncovered last Fri- remanded to the Wayne Coun
accidentally
its
Orange
wished
.
els, Cornelius Flowers, ‘'ivian
bond — pend
man, Jr., commandant of the Blossom
Classic record to Back again without hesitation Myers,
Glas r, Gail day night as firemen complet- ty jail — without
Marine Corps, and President 19-17-1. The Rattlers had beat- is your girl Trezette Tate, to Siggers, Landra Williams, Ag. ed extinguishing a fire in a ing his examination. A ..1v
than three pupils from
Richard M Nixon, saying 'he en predominantly white Tamna tell all the news coming from nes Blackmon, Samuel Gard- second story flat at 15350 La- earlier, John W. Classen, 36, The second anneal Christ- more
will decorate tiieir
class
Contest
each
Tree
Decorating
case has "obvious racial over. the week before the Classic our "generation."
of 2845 Cambridge, was arrest- mas
ner. Reginald Tucker, Willie Salle,
tree.
befifth
grade
students
is
own
for
Davis
tones.ed as a suspect in the
and the all effort in that game We are very proud to have Smith, Larry Scruggs, Rosaline
A 11 decorations a r e to be
It read: "The Memphis was what had Gaither, the dean on our campus a runner-up and Corfield, Lind Yancey and Eve. James Faulner, 50, and Ches- murders, and released on bond.1ing held at the Memphis Pink
the
trees
Museum,
and
Palace
14817
of
51,
Abrahams,
ter
made
by the pupils of the
disturbed
is
Branch NAACP
of black collegiate coaches, fourth place alternate to Mem- lyn Cole.
Muirland, discovered by fire- Police state that narcotics! will be on exhibit on Saturday, classes entering the contest.
about the charges of rioting, worried.
phis Junior Miss. She is none
We, Hamiltonians are hard men in the second story apart- dealings are thought to be thel Dec. 13, beginning at 1 p.m.
On Saturday mornin g.
Miss Valeria Phil.
conspiracy to riot and assault
The Rattlers mentor stated other than
todefeat, especially those who ment of Faulner, had be en background of both dou ble Four cash prizes will be qualified panel o f judges, inlips of 12-10 home room. On
in connection with a riot that that this
would be the last
stay "neat": Robert Pierce,
Faulner, according to awarded, and ribbons pre- eluding Olin Morris, Mrs. Nanhave been made against four year for an all black Classic. campus she is a member of the Leatrice Burgess, Mitchellease blindfolded, their hands tied slayings..
'behind them, and shot through police was scheduled to testify sented to two honorable men- cy Abazoris and Mrs. Pe ggy
LesJumes Dames Society, Fublack marines (Private Oscar
"Cherrie" Anderson, Eric Hor"We will look for the best
in court on a similar case.
tions.
Rolfes will select the winning
!the back of their heads,
ture Teachers of America,
W. Terry, Pfc. Charles L. Nick
ton, Willie Hughes,
Pit
team that is available, Gaither
Icert and Marching Bands, Na
theorizThe museum is providing trees.
arrests
son, Lance Cpl. Perry Back told the
no
detectives
time,
Homicide
press
At
'
man, Gerome Hind s, Alma
press. Grambling has
tional Honor Society, and presi
foot artificial green Prize money is to be spent by
strom, Jr., Ptc. Arthur McCall) a white
Black, Linda Kneeland, Chris- ed that their executors or ex- had been made in the LaSalle seven quarterback who didn't'dent of her home room.
and on Friday,j the teacher in charge for the
trees,
apartspruce
Faulner's!
stationed at the Millington Nav- see any action. The
the
fire
to
had
set
neither
had
slayings;
ecutor
tine Bell, Corlis Ratliff, CorGrambling
and not benefit of the class or school.
teacher
located.
Dec.
12,
one
eviEpisdestroying
al Base.
Emmanuel
of
Eldorado
been
She
attends
hopes
in
1970
nell Watkins, Jackie Peet e, ment
staff also includes a white
"Since there were whites and coach.
copal Church and this fall held Ray Rogers. Willetta Fisher, dence of the slaying.
Negroes involved in the fight. The game
"Teenager of the Janice Drane, and Karen Sey- Four weeks ago, a map and
was televised in the title of
it is strange that only Negroes the New York-Baltimore
contest she pre- mour, and Vela Bridges.
woman were found shot to
area., Week." In the
have been charged. It therefore
talent
a flute so- Some of the
sented
as
her
James Owens, who had to share
cupids showing death in an automobile on Fishhobbies are reading,
seems to us that his is a crystal
hero honors with A&M team- lo. Her
they can turn a river into a er, near Warren. At least two
clear case of racial discribowling, and listening to mu- blazing fire, and live forever individuals have been arrested
mate Ginn, was named with
sic
mination. We therefore c a ll
if they so desire are: Joyce as suspects in the murder of
Grambling's William O'Neal for
pima. r -J. f!' LIP
,
upon you to make an immedBASKETBALL
Cowan and Booker T. Boyd, Jimmy Davis, 41, and a Tothe outstanding player awards,
iate and impartial investigation
Basket- Samuel Fields and Louisa Hib- ronto woman, identified as LiG o al-Hitting
Owens rushed for 122 yards Our
of the circumstances involved
while O'Neal was chugging the ball team defeated Melrose,ier, Leola Curtis and Samuel sa Davis, 19.
in this case."
with a score of 80 to 72. Elisejaansiss, Elise Flowers a n d I Watson Brooks, 37, of 8522
leather for 133 yards.
•
thehigh-Pointi Rudy Price, Olander Franklin
ldridge was
Associated with Mr. Hi gg s,
man, 24 points. Robert Newman land Donald Ficklin, Jean Bur-1
who entered the case for t h e
was a fine co-helper, seoringlnett and William Visor, Mary
NAACP after the marines' par'y I
18 points. Other players back- Hawkins and Henry Hassell,' ://111:1'
ents asked the Branch to repfielding their emotions were: and Glenda Ford and Charles
resent them, are Attys. William
Clint Jackson, Hubert Flowers. Lewis
Allison and Paul Kidd, SouthNOW SHOWING
!Marcellus Tisdell and W a de
ern Legal Action Movement,
Ten-Four
Griffin. The "B" Team over(SLAM) of Lexington, Ky.; and
CLEANING
CLEANING•
142
,
12
1
,
powered Melrose, also, scoring
Navy Lt. John Box and Navy
Ira
COUPON
NEM
men
82-67. Their High-point
Lt, J.G. Robert Bruce Werner.
low
Charlie Moss, "Nottie"
1
The black marines are accus- Mrs Albertha Brown of Chi-were:
M.
King,
Hale,
Tyrone
ago,
the
niece of Mrs. Estellelliunt•
ed of having entered the Casual!
•
•ino
Robert Brown,
Company barracks and start- Miles Beck Ernest, is seeking:and
••
a,ri
her;
11
zz_
ed a fight and then went on to information concerning
Keep on pushing "Big" team:
an
ON
the Rathskellar Restaurant. a aunt's second husband, William Here are guys and dolls who
Navy exchange snack bar, Beck, born in Burns, Tennes4
and defiI§5iesommaimmossomma
see, Mar. 15, 1898, and 1 a s ,are ready and cool,
and assaulted persons in those
nitely knows the ssouls rule.
1111111•••1111.111111•111•11•111111111111111
Church
Ward
Chapel
AME
wn
•
wor
ins
in
Nashplaces. Several, including those
ville, Tennessee, as an under- Melvin Shipp, Brenda Yen-, will celebrate annual Friends',
charged, were later treated for
cy, Fredrick Noel, Molison Ro- Day on next Sunday, Dec. 14,
taker's driver some years ago.
injuries.
Mrs. Brown wishes to contact binson, Raymond "Bird-Legs" and the minister, the Rev. R.
Private Terry, who won the Beck, or anyone having infor- Marshall, Linda Vollintine, Der- L. McRae, will give the special'
..1.h
Co,
le Barba ra St a v es
Bronze Star Medal for bravery mation of him, concerning an
BAR-B-Q
message nuring tile morning
IOEBS LAUNDRY
while serving in Vietnam, was urgent family matter. She last James Pratcher, Ray "B ill" sermon.
COUPON •••
COUPON';
•
Pettigrew,
Hazel
•
Scott,
Donna!
on trial at an • earlier general saw William Beck as a young
•
p
.
▪ 4.1
by
the
Southern
concert
•
A
ii
Murphy,
Ronald
Hill.
Gwen
•
court martial, but it ended in girl in 1933. and remembers
• 45
Male Chorus will be presented
- X
TICIMMUI comman 42.12
•
•t7,E2
a mistrial after one of the him as a balding 35 year old Mosby, Barbara Johnson, Con- at 3 p.m. and the public is inBuy one $1.85 Loeb 6-pace— d
451
o
•
Johnson,
the
Sylvia
Wallace,1
•z
UNDER 18 NOT ADMITTED
members of the jury m a de man, with light eyes, a medGet one 500 pt. Loeb BBQ Beans= •
•
• wo
Brigette Jones, Paula Grace,1 vited.
is
statements to others about the ium brown complexion, 5'5" in
IS
•
'Piz
•
-is general
ease while it was still in prog- heigh t, weighing 165 pounds. Sharon Steinberg. Debra Hen-!j Mrs. M. L. Cox
•03
Day.
Patricia
Milaim,
El
hel
Friends'
!chairman
of
t
Beck would be about 71 years
• (.)
ress.
a iti
.4
WITH THIS COUPON
•
▪ OLZ
of age today.
C.)
ress.
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The slender marine is t h e Beck worked for Turner Unonly one of the four being con- dertakers, 47th and Langley.
fined to the brig while the case Chicago, Illinois, in 1933 as a
is in progress, b u t Federal driver, then migrated with EsSix young women from the by LeMoyne Owen College.;
Judge Robert McRae has or- telle Miles White, a widow, to
Patricia
dered the Navy to show cause Hamtramck, Michigan, a De- Memphis area have been select- while hi i s s Lucille
Outstanding Young Fultz, 1080 Stafford Ave w a s
ed
as
troit
suburb,
where
they
residwhy this must be done.
Women of America for 1969, nominated by Spelman College.
On Monday.PrivateTerry ed for eight months.
PETER LIMEOREI
Miss Miles then returned to and will appear in the annuals
had a reunion with the officer
been
honored
for
They
have
GEORGES 6EREI
.RARJRSTENBERG
OUTbiographical compilation.
he served under while in Viet- Chicago, and Beck subsequently moved to Nashville. Tennes- STANDING YOUNG WOMEN,their outstanding achievements
&ECRU
MARIA
nam. The officer said that see,
in community service, in reliwhere he followed his old!OF AMERTf2A.
m -ended for the Silver St a r
political activities,
4
occupation as an undertaker ! They are Miss Gladys L. g]ous and
Terry was originally recom- driver.
Harvey, 1365 S. Lauderdale St.,'and in professional endeavors.
mended for the Silver Star
Anyone having information! Miss Valeria Ann Blount, 2496 From the young women inMedal, but the award was re- about B e c k' s
whereabouts!Carnes Ave; Miss Joy L. Mil- cluded in the 1969 edition of
duced to the Bronze Star Med- should contact Mrs. Brown
at ler, 933 Lenow Mall, Apt. E; Outstanding Young Women of
al, the fourth highest that the 8237 S. Peoria. Chicago, Illi- Miss Gwendolyn Williams, 1334 America, fifty will be selected—
military, offers for bravery in nois; or the Chicago Da ily Dunnavant; and Miss Alma from each state — as their
combat.
Defender Newspaper, 2400 S. Rene Williams 1726 Rayner St., state's OUTSTANDING YOUN
Prospective jurors are being Michigan aye., Chicago, Illi- these five young ladies were WOMAN OF THE YEAR.
asked if they can be fair in nois, CA 5-2400, Extension 29.
_
cases involving blacks and
.L.:
whites, and most seem anxious
to serve on the jury.
Thre blacks are among the
15 prospective jurors, and inelude a black marine sergeant.
a chief petty officer and a na:y
We specialize in a money raising plan
lieutenant.
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e Blindfolded,ShotIn head Fifth Graders To Vie

Halt Mon High News
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in Decorating Trees
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Coupons Redeemable
at all 147 Loeb Drive-ins!

D A I Eh •

Seek Lost
Relative

ThE SWEET
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dcboRAh

Ward Chapel Plans
For Friends' Day

•3Q0

Dresses

$1.35

SAVE 40c
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:

Suits

.•'24 $1.35

SAVE 25'

•

•

CARROLL JEAN
BAKER SOREL

Shirts
4 for 990

FREE

SAVE 21'

Six Women Cited As Outstanding

are owned 100%

by William "Bill" Loeb

Make the mostof their
"Wonder Years"

ED EXTRA MONE

for churches. schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.

Rattlers

Independent Candy Co.
254 Vance Aye, 526 2864

Continued from page 1

.

an 11-point margin.
Grambling came out for the
second half fired up and chose
to take the wind. The strategy
was to offset the Tigers poor
punting and give their quarterbacks less resistance on passes
thrown. After the Florida field
e his graduation f r om
goal in the third quarter. Gram- Sine
Meharry Medical School Dr.
bling roared back on an eights'
Otil Strong, has made quite a
yard smash for a touchdown!
name for himself in medical
by Virgil Robinson. Gramand business field. A native of
bling's huge line continued to South B e n d, Indiana., Dr.
hold the Florida rushing in Strong, was recently named to
check.
the Board of NATIVE DEVELJust moments into the final OPMENT CO. LIMITED, which
period the large Orange Bowl oper a te s out of Freedpert
throng was shocked by the Grand Bahama Commonwealth
Grambling go ahead touch- ! ef the Grand Bahama Islands.
down which was a brilliant Strong says the best thing
85-yard pass and run from about the Company is that it
freshman signal caller Joe developes land in a tax free
Reed to flanker Frank Lewis. atmosphere. Strong described
The elusive Lewis leaped high the company as a holding comto grab the aerial then out- pany which owns outright sevfoxed FAMU defenders in the eral companys.
race for the goaL Calvin Lewis Dr. strong attended Not r e
booted the point that put the Dame and follow:Lig his gradvisitors ahead 19-17. Grambling uation went to Meharry Meditried vainly to save off the cal College.

•

The"Wonder Years': one through
twelve,are the formative years
when you can do the most for
your child's growth
During these years your children

TINIEST PLACES TI BET
MORE CAR FOR YOUR INT!

Make everyone feel
he's first on your list.
Seagrams

Canadian

CANADIAN WNISICY—A SEEND OF SE L ECTED *MISSIES. 6 YEARS 01.0.
Ilb 8 PROOF SEI16111111 DISTILLERS COMPANY, Y.O. Gift-witAPPto AT NO ULTRA CHARM
•

develop in many ways—actually grow
to 90% of their adult height. Every
delicious slice of Wonder Bread is
carefully enriched with foods for
growing bodies and minds.The"Wonder
Years" come only once. Make the most
of them. Serve your children ("17 s.
nutritious Wonder Bread.
stIt7
•
•

•
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WONDER
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Helps build
strong bodies12ways
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DEFENDER
must bring a birth certificate
kir identification, and those
over 19 should have one of
three things: birth certificate
driver's license o r voter,
registration
Veterani
card.
For those people who wish; but only those 19 and over night school. There is a fee of
to complete their high s chool are eligible to take the Test, are requested to bring their
education, the Division of Guid- can take it for an equivalency discharge or separation papers.
ance and Testing will adminis- diploma. The Test is adminisPersons who might find it
ter the General Educational tered to people under 19 for more convenient to take the
Development Test at the Mem- classification purposes only to Test during the day may come
phis Board of Education, 2597' determine grade placement in to the Board of Education,
$4.00 — which will be applied 2.597 Avery. Room 114. where 1
Avery Avenue.
The G.E.D. Test will be to night school tuition for those the G.E.D. Test is given every
given from 5:00 p.m. to 10.00 who complete t he Test and week, Monday through Thursp.m., December 15, 16, 17,1 wish to attend night classes. day, from 8:45 a. m. to 5:00,
and 18, 1969. This battery con- Persons 19 years and under I Pansists of five subtests. The aver, age time for each test is approximately two hours. P e rsons 17 years of age or older

GED Test To Be Given
At Board Of Education

SEEK MISS L-0 TITLE — Miss Neely Elaine Hurd,
left, and Miss Mary Louise Baptist, both juniors, are the
two young ladies seeking the title of "Miss LeMoyne-Owen
College." The winner will be crowned at a coronation
ball, Dec. 18, in the Chisca-Plaza Ballroom. The new
queen also will be given a trip in June to Detroit to
represent the college at a colorful cabarama sponsored
annually by the LeMoyne-Owen Alumni Club of that city.

Juniors Seek Title
Of Miss LeMoyne-Owen
The two coeds seeking the
title of Miss LeMoyne-Owen
College are both juniors—Mary
Louise Baptist. a sociology
major, and Neely Elaine Hurd
who is majoring in elementary
education and doing a minor In
French.
The winner will be crowned
on the night of Dec. 18 at a
coronation ball scheduled for
the Chisca-Plaza Ballroom
-—

BUY U.S.
SAVINGS
BONDS

A campus election will be
held Dec. 15 at which time students will select Miss LeMoyneOwen. The winner's name will
remain a secret until the night
of the coronation.
The tow candidates were presented in a fashion show Wednesday morning of this week
and they are to appear again
this Friday in a talent show in
the Student Center,
Miss Baptist. of 435 Delta
Road, is a member of the Honor Society and soror of Delta
Sigma Theta. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John D.
Baptist of Horn Lake, Miss.
Miss Hurd, of 4313 Hickory
pianist for the colHill Road,
lege glee club and a member
of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert C. Hurd of the
,Hickory Hill Road address.

Drama Group
Presents Play;
Wins Applause
Winning applause Thursday
and Friday was the LeMoyneOwen Student Drama Group in
its p resentation of Langston
Hughes' comedy, ''S im pl
Heavenly."
The two performances were
staged Thursday afternoon and
Friday night in the colleges'
Little Theatre. Mrs. Ruth H.
Cassandras directed with Miss
Linda Collins assisting.
Student performers taking
bows were Mary Price, Janice
Smith, Josephine Williams, Jeanette Sharpe, Linda Danner,1
Charlotte Bush, Doris Bryant,
Henrene Logan, Chuck Johnson, Glen Blankenship, Roby,
Williams, Russell Floyd, Calvin Jackson, Ed Adams, Alston
Motley, Latham Hollowell

VI:fail I:1

For those who
Appreciate
Elegance ...

Ask these Barwick
SALESMEN about the all
NEW MONTE CARLO

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

H c

INC.

248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Campany Make, What Yost Ask foe Ani
Creates What You Think Of'

REV. WILLIAM NINES

WE OWN OUR
OWN FINANCE COMPANY

Patronize Defender

tri/13
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Holiday Coupon Spree

M
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stretch your budget! Clip these coupons for extra savings
off Woolco's low every day prices!

If

e*maw

WOOLCO HOLIDAY COUPON

WOOLCO HOLIDAY COUPON

SAVE 1.07

SAVE 62C

pro toothbrushes
3/$1

THIS WEEK'S FEATURE

macleans
toothpaste

• For adults or children

, 4-Ploco

• Choose medium

or

hard bristles

With this coupon
• Compare at 69 cents each

Soffits,
ONLY 1094
With each $3
purchase

WOOLCO DRUG DEPT.

BIG SAVINGS!
ON MATCHING COMPLETER PIECES
REGULAR
RETAIL
PRICE

OUR
PRICE

4 Teaspoons

1.79

4 Soup Spoons

2.29

WM.
994

4 Ice Drink Spoons

2.29

994

3 Serving Spoons

2.29

MIPS

Butter Knife and
Sugar Shell

1.79

994

Gravy Ladle and
Pastry Server

2.49

IPMS

Where You
Save 2 Ways
Low Prices
plus
QUAUTY
STAMPS

WOOLCO HOLIDAY COUPON
• For whiter, brighter teeth and fresher breath
•Large family size 6.75 oz. in reg. or mint flavors

SAVE 1.10

•Compare at 1.05

breck shampoo
88e

• Large 15 oz. bottle

• Normal, Oily, or Dry
formulas

with this coupon

WOOLCO DRUG DEPT.

• Compare at 1.98

WOOLCO HOLIDAY COUPON

91104

Enplish
fahet

BIG BOOKS-SPECIAL OFFER
AT BIG STAR

BIG TYPE
For easy reading

WOOLCO H

DAY COUPON

WOOLCO HOLIDAY COUPON

each

$1,49

SAVE 2.12

rubdown
lotion

BIG ART
Lavish illustrations
Extra margin-art

Large Soz.

880
with this coupon

• unbreakable plastic bottle

BIG SIZE
12 of
Americas
Famous
Classics.

Yours at
Special
Savings,
Makes Great

Christmas
Gifts

Full
x II
Over 200 pages
Complete and unabridged
Hard cover,full color

SAVE 550

by EnglishLeat her

Regular
$4 Value

)
011
#1

PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST .... charge it

WOOLCO DRUG DEPT.

2.49

43
With this coupon

Cold Meat Fork
and Pierced
Serving Spoon

C

MUT McCULLEY

*Regular or Lime fragrances
*Compare at 5.00

WOOLCO DRUG DEPT.

suave hair spray
p

SAVE 510

Big 13 or. can
•Economical package of 10 blades

•Choose regular or hard to hold

0
formulas43

•Compare at 98 cents

)0101
EASTGATE
AIN Park An.

•Stainless steel blades for longer
lasting, smoother shaving.

with this coupon
•Compare at 1.45 per package

WOOLCO DRUG DEPT.44
111
44111(

SOUTHGATE
1823 3o, Third St.

GATEWAY MALL
3238 Jackson Avis

STORE HOURS: 10 A.M. til 10 P.M. DAILY ON TH. CHRISTMAS
CLOSED SUNDAYS

880

i
is

with this coupon

WOOLCO DRUG DEPT.

F.41
1

3

SA1
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4

SHOP

Seagram's7Crown
for Christmas.

Fresh Whole

Fryers

Lb

270

Sellen7Cre
'
itt

t OS iCAN
N*31) WE113* '
•
'
49

With S5 00 or more additional purchase
Limit 4

V.4•••••••
*

ZZ
qtt

Beautiful,

Bacon L

Sliced
P

All Center Slices, Fresh water

Seagram Duitillers CONY C.Blemjed

iuskey.

l'c Dot. t5'-",, Gram Neutral Sp

tllecanter and regular bottle gift-packaged at no extra charge.)

Cat Fish Steaks LL.79C
'4 Pork Loin Sliced

Pork Chops Lb.690
All Beef Fresh

Hamburger Li, 590
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Christmas Good Time
To Update Mail Lists
The Christmas mailing sea- use their return address, in•
son is an ideal time to bring eluding ZIP Code number, on
all the holiday greetings,
Mr. Curtis noted that "local"
and "out-of-town" labels will be
delivered to each residence in
the city this week. Use of these
special separation labels will
speed your mail on its way and
will be a tremendous help to
Memphis p o at a I employees,
who must handle more than 50
million pieces of mail coming
At the same time he remind- in and going out of the city dured local mailers to be sure and ing the next three weeks.

your once-a-year mailing list
up to date, J. C. Curtis, officerin-charge of the Memphis Post
Office, said today.
should
check
Memphians
the return addresses of all
tire
incoming cards, make
they have the correct addresses
in their "little black book,"
and add ZIP Codes to their

4 States' Blacks
Eye Gov., Senate

Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!
USDA Inspected

•

WASHINGTON — Pennsylvan- Dream" of the late assassinatia s State House majority lead- ed Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
er K. Leroy Irvis of Pittsburgh, All would like to become the
like New York Borough Presi- statewide-elected top officials
dent Percy Sutton and Atlanta's of a sovereign state.
Atty. C.B.King, nominated recently by a predominately-black In all of the case there are
Georgia Voters League con- scores of influential whites as
vention of 4,262, all would like well as blacks who would like
a to see them make the run for
history as inthe
to
the statewide posts. It is a good
Governor
og
lacko Gtv
"inr o
Nvrictaype of color-equalized bet that at this point, Irvis,
ne
Am e
'Sutton, or even Atty. King
would settle for being slated by
In fact, Irvis, Sutton and Dr. their state parties in the Lieut.Kenneth W. Clement, Cleveland Governor spot, with the Governphysician-surgeon who success- 1 orship of U.S. Senatorship as a
fully managed Mayor Stokes possibility a few years from
campaigns, would settle for go- DOW.
ing down in history as the second third and fourth black U.S. The Republican ran former
Senators in the nation, if it be- Los Angeles Rams and Balticomes possible for them to run more Colts' professional gridand win statewide just as Re- der, Arthur Fletcher, as t h e
publican Senator Edward Republican candidate for LieuBrooke of Mass, did in 1968. tenant-Governor in the state of
All share the "American Washington in 1968.

Don't bank on picking up
a $29.95 Col•rpack II
Christmas Eve.
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A&P Produce

Tangelos or
Tan Refines CIO:aiR
125

Delicious

Red or Golden

Apples 12/54
Marvel Saltine

Crackers 4 lelxies $1.00
Fresh

Golden Yellow Eat

5 300

Corn
Lnn

Sweet Peas
o
8cc
17m $1.00
•23 ••
-.iory
1990 ,

.500 S

Si Souln•

amen.cia*

J700 Pao•ins gto
4770 0013e3. A.

113
2633 Lana.. A,..•
ISb I Par• Awl'
2464 POP.a. A.
3423 Summs- A..
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We think our
Polaroid Colorpack II
Land camera is
trying to become one
of the world's rare
cameras.
Some stores are
selling them right out of the shipping
cartons.And it isn't surprising.
Color pictures in a minute.$29.95!
Automatic exposures.Electric eye
and electronic shutter. Sharp 3-element
lens. Built-in flash for 4-shot flashcubes.
The shopping days until Christmas
and the shopping days for Polaroid's
Colorpack II may not be the same days.
^
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Skill With Cameras
Bring Scholarships

DEFENDER

Citizenship 'Recipe'
Brings Boy An Award

charged with the wounding of
Patrolman

PR DUCT

Richard E. Woro-

U.S.A.

VISITS MI 10 MAI COM V

COMM

bec.
David Brown, Jr., 111, of

Compton, Calif., was grilled
A twelve-year-old youngster Brotherhood. . . 4 cups Sinceri- last week by defense attorneys
Six national winners in the ic experience led to an experi- who has
some definite views ty. . . mix well. Bake in a in the slaying.
National 4.H Photography pro- ment he completed in 1968 us- and understandings of citizen- warm heart
until thoroughly
gram were honored for their ing X-ray film, which led him ship won himself a state-wide
Although he appeared as a
done."
outstanding
achievement
by all the way to the International citizenship award recently.
Young
Johnson's "citizen- prosecutor's witness, Brown
Eastman Kodak Company at Science Fair in Detroit.
He is Charlton Johnson an ship recipe" won accolades of
told of a beating inside of the
the 48th annual 4-H Congress in George E. Maddox, Jr., 18, elementary
student at St. Tho- :commendation all over the
Chicago this week. Selected by Fort Valley, Ga., a student at mas Parochial
church by police immediately
School, son of state.
the Cooperative Extension Fort Valley .State College. Mad- Mr. and Mrs. 0.
after the shooting outside which
B. Johnson. i
Service from among 47 state dox has worked six years in Both Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson
claimed
the life of Patrolman
.winners, they were preseated the Photography program, and are veteran educators
in the
Michael J. Czapski. Worobec
;with $600 educational scholar- in that time has had his pic- Memphis public
school system.
was seriously wounded at the
:chips donated by Kodak.
tures exhibited in studio ex- Mr. Johnson is a member of
• In addition to excelling in hibits and published in newspasame time.
the Porter Junior High School
JEAN WILLIAMS, DELIGHTFUL YOUNG DRESS DESIGNER
:photography, the winners are pers and yearbooks. Other 4-H faculty.
, Meanwhile, Robert Williams,
.,atso well-rounded 4-H members programs in which he has
Young Johnson received his
.and their selection was made worked are health, landscap- Merit Award directly
I former president of the RNA
from
on the basis of outstanding ing and judging. He plans to be. J. A. Durick,
announced that he had resignApolostic Adminiwork in other programs as well come a professional photo- strator with
headquarters in
ed as preseident of the separaas photography.
grapher.
the Diocese of Nashville. SisThe winners are: Janet BonMike Owen, 16, Petaluma, ter M. Therese Frelo, BVM, Trial of
38-year -Old mem- tist (RNA) group, and would
sail, 18, Morgantown, W. Va., Calif., a junior at Rancho Co--is principal at St.
Republic
of New Afri- seek aid from white and blacks
the
of
her
Thomas.
a student in professional pho- tati High School. During h i s The youth
presented a prize- ca RNA on charge of assault in his fight to beat an extraditography at Rochester Institute three years in the 4-H photo- winning composition on
citizen- with intent to murder a De- tion Warrant that would have GORDON'S GIN, CREATED IN LONDON, ENGLAND IN 1 /69
of Technology. Miss Bonsall graphy project, Owen has con- ship. Using a
self-decorated troit policeman in front of the him returned to North Carolina, BIGGEST SELLER IN ENGLAND, AMERICA, THE WORLD.
began her 4-H Photography sistently earned local and state over-sized card he wrote
"Ye New Bethel Baptist Church, to face kidnapping charges
project four years ago, and at awards, serves as student pho- Ole Recipe for
Citizenship: 3/4 Philadelphia at Linwood, enterthat time was already a 4-year tographer on his local daily cup Patriotism. . . 3/4 cup
lodged against him several
Re- ed its fifth week.
veteran of the 4-H organiza- newspaper, and one of his pic- spect. . . Si cup
years ago.
Friendship. . .
Alfred Hibbitt, Jr., 36, is
tion. Other 4-H activities in- tures was used as the cover 3 cups Honesty. . . 2/
1
2 cups
clude projects in foods, cloth- photo on the California Farm
ing, health and leadership.
Bureau monthly magazine hon.r
Steve Douthat, 16, Alexan- oring 4-H week. He also has
dria, Ky., a student at Camp- completed projects in market
bell County High School. Dou- lambs, swine and automotive.1
that has worked six years in He hopes for a career in educathe photography project area tion.
and has completed 19 4-H proj- Rebecca Ryan, 18, Oakton,
ects, including photography. A Va., a senior at Oakton High
Six students crossed t e
junior in high school, he plans School. Miss Ryan has partici- "burning sands" into "Greeka career in photography a n d pated in the 4-H Photography dom" recently at LeMoyne-Owchemistry.
Program for five years, dur- en College.
Wes Herman, 19, Brinsmade, ing which many of her photoAlpha Kappa Alpha sorority
N.D., a student at the Univer- graphs have won best picture
sity of North Dakota. planning awards in local competition. initiated three: Doris Herring,
to study medicine. He h a s She is also photo editor of her Louise Bonner and Carolyn Joldoked In Memphis by Memphlons
spent five years in his photo- school newspaper. She also has ly.
rushed rushed dolly to your big
Hogue S. Knott supermarket for
Lirlah Bradfield became a
graphy project, and has been worked in 4-H project areas of
maximum
freshness.
in 4-H nine years, working in foods, clothing, electricity and soror of Delta Sigma Theta, WASHINGTON — Ten Ne-:versities throughout the counsuch projects as agronomy, has also done some 4-H judging. and Eddie Smith and James
'in
majored
have
generally
frees have been awarded fel- try,
electric, automotive and vete- She plans eventually to study King are now wearing the Alowships for 16 weeks of study such areas of study as history,
Knott,
rinary science. His photograph- some branch of medicine
pha Phi Alpha pin.
ieginning February 2, 1970, at political science, English, sociHamburger
h e Washington Journalism ology, and economics. Usually
or Hot Dog
enter, Julius Duscha, Director they have expressed an interest
of the Center, announced.
in journalism by working on
The Fellows, ranging in age ,school or community papers
from 21 to 24, will attend specdiscussions with their
ial seminars arranged by the and in
advisers.
Center with Members of Congress, top Government officials,
The Center's program is dileading Washington journalists,
by Mr. Duscha and
rected
, and representatives of private
It is expected that the Re- to have the Democratic cons en- hind me." "And if I find this organizations for a better un- Clarence H. Hunter, Associate
publican Party of Michigan will tion nominate a black candi- type of enthusiasm, I will pur- derstanding of public affairs.'Director of the Center.
sue the nomination." Elliott is They also will be assigned innominate Lowell Perry, an ex- date.
Elliott said: "'Being black I a specialist in urban affairs ternships with Washington news The deadline for applications
ecutive with the Chrysler Cor1970 felporation, as its standard bear- would want to run with concen- and is currently the Depart- organizations to give them for the Center's Fall
Septembegin
which
lowships
journalexperience
in
er for the office of State Attor- sus of the black community be- ment of State policy executive practical
ber 8, 1970 and continues
for Wayne, Oakland, Macomb, istic techniques.
ney General and the Michigan
Livingston,
a n d Each Fellow will receive a through December 17, 1970, is
Genessee,
Democratic Party will nomiApril 1, 1970. Information about
Washtenaw Counties.
nate a black man for the office
grant of $125 weekly to cover the Center's fellowship proof Secretary of State.
Born in Robinsonville, Mr. living expenses during the gram may be obtained by writAt this time, Walter C. ElliElliott married the former Ma-16-week program. Nine of the ing The Washington Journalism
ott. Chief Assistant Secretary of,
fellowships will be financed by Center, 2401 Virginia Avenue,
ry Fisher of Detroit in 1937.
State, is the f r on t-r un ner
They have one son, Walter a Ford Foundation grant to N. W., Washington, D. C. 20037.
among Black potentials. Jim
Jr., a student at Eastern Michi- the Center for a program to enHare, current Secretary of
TS.D A. Heavy Choice
gan University. They live at courage Negroes to consider
State has been quoted as sayEXLEAGUE
and pursue careers in journal- SOUTHERN
15563 Log Cabin, Detroit.
ing he could "think of no one
ism. The 10th fellowship will be PANDS
This newspaper strongly en- financed through the Center's
finer" than Mr. Elliott if the
courages both political parties regular program for journal. KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) —
party decides to run a black
tonominate blacks to run for ists'
for Secretary of State.
with profession.11 experi- The Southern League announcState wide offices, then go all ence.
At the time of Hare's aned it will expand from six to
out to help them get elected.
ouncement, which was releaseight teams for the 1970 season,
This state has pioneered in The Washington Journalism with the addition of clubs at
ed to the press on September
,many areas of good race rela- Center is a non-profit educa- Mobile, Ala. and Jacksonville,
19, 1969. those encouraging El•
Center Cut Chuck
tions and this would be another tional institution which awards Fla.
liott from the black communiI chapter in the fine national fellowships twice a year to perty were the then Detroit MayOther teams in the league are
race relations we're achieving. sons who have had professional
oral candidate, Richard Austin,
'The desire to run blacks must ;experience in the media and to Charlotte and Asheville, N.C.,
and the staff of State Senator
Government Inspected Grade A
be sincere and not just an ef-'Negroes interested in journal-. Birmingham and Montgomery.
Coleman A. Young of Detroit.
Young has been quoted as sayfort to make things "look good ism as a career. The Negroes,lAla., and Columbus and Sayanrecruited from colleges and uni- ' nah, Ga.
ing "every effort" will be made
WALTER ELLIOTT
on the surface,

Hibbitt Trial

Continues

"I don't believe in'Bubble-Gum'fashion...the kind
that's in today and out tomorrow.For my clients,
I design the smooth classics that suit them best.
Maybe that's why I choose Gordon's Gin. It's always
smooth,always dry, which suits my taste best!'

In Recorder's

Gordon's? It's how the English keep their gin up!

Ten Blacks Win
Fellowships
in Journalism

'Six Students

Cross 'Sands'

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Hogue &

Two Blacks, Perry, Elliott
Seen On State'70 Tickets

BUNS

274
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS H1ozvaict: 274

1

BEEF ROAST
65* lb.

P

I

Elm Elm

emml

3
3

NOW

$2620

$2456

5 lb. Bag

Tenderleaf Bags

nom

TEA BAGS

II _48 Count
Elm

Cornet Jumbo Roll

Stokley's Finest

CREAM PEAS
33*

24 or. Poly Bag
Heinz (Hot)

KETCHUP

Taterlan Hash Brown

L„
FACIAL SOAP
Bath Size 10,

. POTATOES

Ever Fresh

12 or. bottle 150

LIMA BEANS

Ever Fresh Cut

NOW

GREEN BEANS
390

$2502

20 or. Poly Bog

'70 BEL AIR 4-DOOR

20 or. Poly Bag

521-4411
323-5594

330

BO

HAMBURGER
4 lb, Pk,f_.;

PORK CHOPS
lb.

Hogue & Knott Pure

SAUSAGE
$1.29

KNOTT

1378 HOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK
3384 N. THOMAS
1578 LAMAR
Open Sundays for For Your Shopping

ir

or More

Center Cut

HOGUE
MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER

2 lb. Bag

250
Fresh

361 UNION
2989 SUMMER

I

39*
ENE

WE HONOR GOVERNMENT- FOOD STAMPS

'70 MALIBU COUPE

NOW

49*

1
stip gem Nom Imo ENE Elm Nom Elm

elm

TOWELS
250
'70 IMPALA COUPE

OMEGA FLOUR

FRYERS

Cup Up

PICK YOUR DEAL

Plain or Self-rising

4321 SUMMER
973 SO. THIRD
3362 SUMMER

onvenience

A.M.
A

•

a.
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SC LC Cometh
t.

The conspicuous absence of a
chapter SCLC from the Memphis
scene in the past is unusual to say
the least. Simply because some of
the most outstanding events in that
organization's history took place
right here in Memphis, Tennessee.
Martin Luther King, Jr. and
SCLC's role in the Meredith March
through Mississippi, started in
Memphis and was directed from
the old Centenary United Methodist
Church, on Mississippi Blvd., it's
slightly ironic that the pastor of
that church, the Rev. James Lawson should be one of its high ranking officials in the Memphis Branch
of S C L C.

After Martin Luther King was
assassinated here in 1968, SCLC
never really had what one could
call an established chapter in Memphis, though it had supporting organizations in C 0 M E (Community On The Move For Equality) and
several splinter organizations which
supported it.
SCLC's dynamic mobilization of Memphians for the Poor
People's Campaign was unprecedented and yet following these,
SCLC never really caught on. It
seems now that it will catch on and
work to get Justice and equality for
Black in the City of Memphis.

Voter Registration In Danger
If the proposed ban on foundation support of its activities
becomes law as part of a Senate tax
reform bill, the Voter Education
Project, the largest group of its
kind, would be penniless and impotent. The ban, which was inserted in the House version of the
bill by the Senate Finance Committee, has been described by those
involved in voter registration as a
"blatantly defensive maneuver by
Southern Senators who are disturbed and frightened by the growing
black vote."
This is, of course, a direct
threat to Negro voters registration and rising black political power
as Ethel Payne, our Washington
correspondent, has correctly observed.
The voting Rights Act of
1965, suspended literacy tests in six
states and provided protection for
prospective Negro voters. In 1944,
there were only 250,000 Negroes in
the South eligible to vote. Today,
there are 3.2 million on the books
or 62 percent of those eligible.
The act, which expires next
summer, had been the premise for

the organization's activities in the
last five years. But regardless of
whether the act is extended, the
ban on foundation funds for voter
registration would cripple all progress in this area.
The Senate Finance Committee
announced Oct. 27 that it had
deleted that portion of the Houseapproved tax reform measure that
would allow private foundation
funds to be used for voter registration drive.
Under the provisions of the
House bill, the organization would
have been able to continue serving
as a conduit for foundation funds
to smaller groups involved in voter
registration activities in dozens of
Sbuthern communities. The bill
passed by the House limits the use
of foundation funds to support such
activity. Anyhow, the white South
is afraid of the massive black political power which registers
greater and greater strength at
each succeeding election. The racists
will go to any length to blunt the
instrument that is freeing the black
man from the mores of segregation
and political infringement.

Mboya's Murderer Hanged
Tom Mboya's murderer is reported to have been executed two
weeks ago. Though the government
at Nairobi has made no announcement of the Nov. 8 hanging of the
32-year-old Issae Njenga Njoroge,
the execution was confirmed by
qualified Kenyan sources. The assassin went to his death without
implicating anyone elSe in the slaying..
Mboya, one of Africa's most
prominent young leaders, was shot
to death in front of a Nairobi pharmacy, July 5. He was Kenya's first

Economics Minister. His death
sparked a wave of tribal tension
that has split the East African
country as it prepares for its first
general election since independence
in 1963.
Members of Mboya's Luo tribe
see the assassination as part of a
plot against them by Njoroge's
tribe, the Kikuyu. Njoroge, who
insisted that Mboya was a good
friend of his, pleaded not guilty at
the trial. He was convicted on a
mass of circumstantial evidence.

What Good Is Urban Coalition?
Several staff members of the
New York Urban Coalition sent a
confidential memorandum to the coalition's new president, Dr. Eugene
S. Callender, that said in part:
"The coalition appears to be
suffering from a lack of credibility
in the community and in the Establishment, and there seems to be a
growing tendency to ask: "Just
what is the New York Urban Coalition."
Well, the same question could
and should be asked by similar
groupings in other cities. The coalition in New York has been the pride
of the National Urban Coalition.
Of the 48 coalitions organized
in large and small cities across the
nation, the New York gouping has
been by far the largest, and in the
view of the national headquarters
in Washington, the most creative
and the most productive.
Now two years old; the coalition claims to have had considbrable
success with its "wholly new ap-

poach" summed up in this formula:
"Business plus Labor plus Community plus Giving a Damn equals
Urban Renaissance."
Yet the coalition is having
trouble surviving in the turbulent
political and social currents of recent months. The revolt of low and
middle-income whites has had a
restraining effect on the coalition's
efforts to achieve basic social
change.
For example, an emerging
alliance of business interest and
blacks tried to push through earlier
this year a strong statement on
school decentralization but was
blocked by labor interests, causing
some loss of support for the coalition in the black community. The
coalition has become too much of a
tightly structured organization run
by three or lour men at the top,
damaging both its effectiveness in
the community and the efficiency
of the staff.

Dr. Onabanio Sees
Unde Tom's Kin,
His Cousin Crab
By LOUIS MARTIN
Dr. S. 0. Onabanjo, my learned Nigerian friend,
has been making a survey of what he calla "black on
black attitudes." He has had some in depth interviews
with a cross section of brothers, some
of whom surprised him. He writes:
"When I asked them how they felt
about the recent appointment of a black
president of Michigan State University,
Clifton Wharton, Jr., and the election of
a black vice-mayor of Atlanta, Maynard Jackson, several blacks said these'
developments were "irrelevant."
"Indeed, according to these curious
characters, all of your black achievers,
including all the black sports heroes,
are, to use their pet word, 'irrelevant.'
"They take the position that blacks are making
no progress Whatever and that no progress is possible in America. For a moment there I was tempted
to tell these chaps that perhaps they were the ones
who were irrelevant.
"I am worried about their defeatist attitude. I
certainly understand the anger and restiveness of
blacks over the slow rate of black progress. That
does not fully explain, however, this anti-black hero
sentiment.

*AH JUS'CAIN'T UNDASTAN;BUREAUGUAR____,_D WHY TREY MAKIN
SUCH A FUSS-THEM
VIETS AIN'T MUCH BETTE-RN OUAH NI GRAS

"They are drinking from the cup of poison thatl
white racism has provided them. They should know
that to destroy a people, you must first destroy their
ambitions."

•

MY VIEW

•
"Some of these curious blacks, of course, are full
of envy and they do not want to see other blacks get
ahead of them. I am discovering that your much
in Vietnam when he was a candidate for
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
berated Uncle Tom has a blood relative running
The president's speech on peace in the presidency has now placed him in a
around in black society who might be called Cousin[Vietnam did not lift my spirit. I hardly I tough spot. Even though he has critiCrab.
know what else he could have said. It cized the Johnson Administration for
was straight forward and forthright. the conduct of the war, his speech on
"As the Dame implies, Cousin Crab is not about But he said nothing he hadn't said be- Vietnam, November third sounded very
to permit any black brother from getting out of the fore. He had said all along
much like President Johnson. We cannot walk out on our commitment to South
bucket. You know how crats act in a bucket. While I that withdrawal would deVietnam because if we do, the nations
Uncle Tom always looks at life through rose-colored pend upon three things:
around
the world will not trust us anyof
the
Escalation
war
by
glasses, Cousin crab can't see beyond his own nose.
more. This is largely true because we
the Vietcongs and Hanoi,
have promised scores of nations around
"Cousin Crab is a black cynic who is skeptical the progress of the peace
the
world that we will come to their aid
the
abiltalks
in
Paris,
and
of any sign of progress. He is never happier than when
if
the
to
Vietnam
communists strike. So we are
ity of South
he is pulling the arms off some black brothers who apcaught.
And yet Nixon has promised to
fights its own war.
pear to be climbing up the ladder of the American
bring
our boys home.
When I analyze these
power and esteem.
The three conditions on which our
three one by one, I am not
happy. The very fact that Nixon as an- soldiers will be brought home may make
"Cousin Crab is fearful that if an ambitious nounced to the world that American it impossible for Nixon to end the war
black brother climbs too high, he may get away and troops will be withdrawn says to the ne- soon. I do not expect negotiationt in
forget where he came from. This is a very lively fear gotiators in Paris that they do not have Paris to get anywhere. I do not believe
among you and, I must confess, I don't quite under- to make any concession to the United the South Vietnamese will ever be able
States. They interpret this to be an ad- to wage the war alone. I do not expect
stand it.
mission on the part of our government Hanoi and the Vietnamese to let up on
that
wv do not belong there. Why should their attack. If what I write is true, the
"I am sure that if Jesus Christ were to make
they do anything except wait for our implication is that the United States will
his second coming in a dark skin, your white troops to be withdrawn? It seems that become more deeply
involved.
Christians would be the first to inform him that he our enemies are escalating the war. Our
Russia could bring pressure to bear
is a nigger.
withdrawal doesn't mean that Hanoi is upon Hanoi but Russia won't for two
withdrawing.
reasons: She fears China's reaction and
There is no escaping white racism in your society.
My other reservation has to do with Russia is enjoying seeing the 'United
In some of your cities a few blacks have moved out the ability of South Vietnam to take States stew in the juice of war; enjoying
of the ghettos into the suburbs but white racism is over the fighting. If they have not been seeing us spend billions on a war we cannot limited by geography. Some blacks have found trained to take over the fighting after not win. After all Russia is communist
important jobs in white institutions but, from what all these yeaes, I do not believe they are and though at odds with China, the
I have seen in America, they are not escaping the going to be able to do it within the next Kremlin doesn't want to antagonize
twelve or eighteen months. What have China since both China and Russia are
virus of racial bigotry.
they been doing up to now?
helping Hanoi. Vietnam is IN longer
Mr. Nixon's promise to end the war Johnson's war. It is Nixon's war.
"Cousin Crab has a view of life that is just
as distorted as the view of Uncle Tom. Fortunately,'
you have a great many ambitious young blacks who
are moving so swiftly today that they do not have
any time for these silly characters."

How Close To Peace?

I

A Point Of View

"They know that white racism is based on the
Lime that "concerned" blacks general will explore the space
By NAT D. WILLAIMS
mythology that God did not give black men all the
land whites have it called to within themselves and find
marbles that he gave white men. They know that s NOT EVERY KNEE
their
that there are room for the view that we
are
bigots have used the myth of black inferiority as There are some people in the other attention
urgent problems, over our
brothers'
keepers.
earnestMemphis
who
City
of
justification for the denial of opportunities to blacks
and beyond the
much proly and sincerely believe in right claimed those which seems to Have you ever witnessed the
t every field.
in l
and justice. They include both have become an American ob- sight of poverty-stricken kids

black and white Memphians. session. For instance, there are
and their parents leaving the
There are people in the City the problems of poverty and
of Memphis who believe in ra- hunger . . .which know no City Auditorium carrying baskets
oo
g
Ys
cial equality . . . who believe color.
given to them by the Gobdfelthat a man should be judged on
his personal merits, and not on The brightest local flashes in lows? Have you witnessed the
the basis of his skin color or the dense fogs of poverty and expressions on the faces otpoor
'hunger are proved each year old people when they were
religion. There are black and
white people in Memphis who by several organizations which given one of the huge Beale
merit the deepest appreciation Street Elks sacks of food for
believe this.
and highest commendation of Christmas? Have you zoticed
There are people in Memphis
.black and the responses when the Mallory
who believe in Christianity and all Memphians .
white.
They
are
the
Goodfel- Knights give a cripple a wheel
in the teachings which extol
"Personally I think Cousin Crab, a relative of charity and concern for the less lows, SUN, the Exchange Club, chair? Ever hear some poor
Uncle Tom, ought to get similar treatment. Any black fortunate neighbor. There are the March-Of-Dimes sponsors person express his feeling toWDIA's Goodwill Fund, The ward the Knights when they help
brother who has, in your words, anything on the white and black Memphians Blues Bowl Charity of the Beale him
get his lights turned on?
who live by such principles. '
ball should be encouraged to go as far as his talents All the above was pointed out 1 Sti eet Elks, the Black •Knights, Do you know how many helpwill take him. If he wants to make a million, seeks because from some source in ,The Mallory Knights, and sev- less people are the direct beneeral others even some churches
high elective office, or dares to achieve exceptional ,the black community it should which(.) not tome imme - ficiaries of the beneficences of
SUN. Ever noticed the light
be made known that those facts
status, you blacks should help him.
that comes to youngsters' eyes
are recognized . .publicly. De- lately to mind.
spite the urgency, complexity, Stich organizations make a because of the work of the-Ex"The white man has just begun to take black and painfulness of the black ex- practical application of the change Club of Memphis?,
citizens seriously. The civil rights crusaders in this perience in Memphis and else- principles mentioned above. Well, maybe it's high time
where in America, there are They are proof that every all of us did just that . . .take
decade have accomplished this. The time has come still bright flashes of the uni- "knee was not bowed to Baal" a look at the blue sky of
to take yourselves seriously, Uncle Tom and- Cousin versal brotherhood of men hi Memphis. They provide the phis . . .by simply lifting our
Crab to the contrary notwithstanding. Both simply amidst the darkness that sur- answers to the Macedonian call gaze from the "mud" of the
rounds us. These facts are men- They lend hope to those who place._ Black and white will
want to keep you black brothers "in your place."
tioned now because it is high beleive that some day men in benefit.

"In a sense both Uncle Tom and Cousin Crab
have been brainwashed by white society to the point
that they are willing to accept the concept of black
inferiority. This is a great pity. Your black militants
have done a good job of discrediting Uncle Tom. It
is rare to find a black man who will lick the boots
of a white man in public today. If any boot licking
is done, it is behind doors.
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Miles WY/Be Tough
On The L-0Magicians

Office of Economic Opportunity
"""willuan and
nearby Howard Universi-

ty. They formed an organization and called it the Community-Group Health Foundation.
As a result of their fight,
more than zu,000 residents of
the Cardozo area will soon be
I The Magicians of LeMoynea three games in magnificent
able to go to one clinic for all
;Owen face a pack of trouble , fashion, turning back Tougaloo
their health needs, including
I in Bruce Hall this Saturday 81-74; Lane, 94-76, and Lincoln
prenatal care, well-baby care,
night, Dec. 19, at 8'clock when of Missouri, 105-91. More than
and immunization.
they take on Miles of Birming- 1,200 packed the L-0 gym for
The Cardozo residents real'ham, but they are in for some the Lane contest, the Magiized that health was a priority
real trouble next week when cians had sparkled earlier by
and did something about it.
University of Tennessee at Mar- trouncing the Alumni 110-89.
The objective of this volume
tin comes to town.
Coach Johnson has some fine
is
to stimulate as well as inCoach Jerry Johnson'a athletes out there on the floor
'ft ;
form the communitas about
splendid Magicians meet their and they continue to show
immedical and health needs. We
first Volunteer State Athletic provement. Against Lane,
5-7
aill
examine such topics as
Conference opposition in U.T. Jerry Dover. a junior
t,
guard, I
4119000619.%6611116",.:trhettore.4...,,-,..
"
00 Medicaid and "The Crisis of
Martin, Saturday, Dec. 20. The turned in an excellent
job as
the Black Medical Professiongame will be played in Bruce floor general. He is a master There's something very sad: To solve these problems
we als."
and
perhaps
Hall, starting at 8.
even
fatalistic must establish a cooperative
ball-handler and a good longI will also tell you about what
about the way black people ac- effort between
And after the U.T. Martin distance marksman.
health profes- is being done in other comcept
death,
and
more
iroport.
Vols leave town, the mighty Al- Rough and ready 6-5
sionals and the inner-city cornEdward antly, sickness and health.
munities to solve crucial health
munity. Black doctors must be-'
corn Braves of Lorman, Mis- Hoskins, a junior for
problems and the type of acwar d,
Even
in
sissippi will be headed this way pleased the crowd
the
to
midst
take
of
a
strong, leadership tion you can initiate to
great gill,
with k..
get betsocial-e
conomic
positions
, for a Dec. 23 battle with t e trick maneuvers and
revolution with
in organizing a n d; ter response
scoring unheard
to the health needs
Magicians in Bruce Hall. The I ability. He put 42
of breakthroughs in bringing about the needed po-lin
points on the
your neighborhood.
job opportunities, education and i licy changes so that more ef-:
LeMoyne-Alcorn game is be- scoreboard in the
If you have a particular
first t w o
;econom
fective
sponsore
ic
ing
d by the LeMoyne- games and is rebound leader.
advancement, black !
medical services can belhealth or
medical subject you
people still maintain a "what. offered to all the people. Black
Owen Alumni Club of Memphis.
would like for me to discuss,
Jackie
Robinson
.
the 6-3 must be, must be" attitude social workers
The Magicians and Alcorn
mutt not con or if you have a problem cona_ senior forward, is steady under where
trive to stand for the indignities
meet again Dec. 27 at
health is concerned.
icerning health services write:
Vic'tfire and racked up as noints•
burg.
—
Just out of curiosity
asked forced daily upon welfar e:Dr. Paul B. Comely, Howard
the
in
first
two
outings,
LeMoyne-Owen won its first
clients. Black men and women:Un
iversity 1,1 e dical School,
Johnson has a standout ath- some young militants not too , who
go to health clinics and 'Washing
long
ago
what
they
consider
ed
ton, D. C. 20001.
lete in his 6-5 freshman center.
'hospitals must be aware of
Charles Edge of Detroit. He to be the most important area ;their
rights
and
privileges.
i has been effective on the' back- for social change. I wanted to The
THIS TIME
community must be.
find out, from them, what they
board
and
in
the
scoring
degin to recognize and deal with
WY ME DEPENDASU
thought was important. I did these
partment.
problems.
and it wasn't health,
ALL NEW
It
is
imperative that in the
want
"I
a good job, a decent
Showing great promise were
same fight for jobs, housing,
place
to
live,
and
food
for
my
several other Magicians —
:and education we demand,
Donald Wammack. 5-10 sopho- family," was the typical reply. among
other
GAS FURNACE
more guard from New Y o r k; I imagine that good physical be located things, that clinics
where people need
and
mental
health
Robert Brown 6-foot freshman
had been them,
Wide range of copedtles.
and
that
they be open JACKSON, Miss., — The
guard from Millington; Herbert either taken for granted or giv- during hours
when working Consortium for Graduate Study
Burns ell types of gas.
Carter. 6-1 junior guard from en a place at or near the bot- mothers and
fathers can go.in Business for black students
Montgomery;
Lowers fuel bins.
Moses
Jones. tom of the list. For some rea- without losing valuable
time is a combined effort of five
6-4 freshman forward from son it is generally assumed from work.
Minneapolis Honeywell
universities to hasten the entry
that
if
one
has
a
decent
Tuskege
job,
e;
LeRoy LeFlore, 6-2
We must demand improved,
thermostat on art models.
of, black people into managerial
senior center from Carthage, a roof over his head, and food, health care.
And, we must de- positions in business.
A, Glass wool Insutation 10
Miss.; Hubert McNeil, 6-1 good health will be automatic. mand more
health education - To attain this objectiv
10l conserve heat
e, these
sophomore guard of Memphis,, Not so' Some middle class door to door
y.
universities
recruit
capable
Low Pie-season Prices! and Kenneth Petty, people I know, both black and How can it ifbenecessar
done? Here's young
white,
men
rid
grossly
a
provide
neglect
their
I6-3
sophomo
re
forward
from InContract Air Conditioning
one example:
them with fellowships to purhealth.
ri Ramie, 31112
Several
years
ago a group of sue the Master of Business Ad5176 Tehulshoons Raid
A sound and healthy body can resident
161-7271
s from the Cardozo ministrat
ion degree at one of
jobs, housing, and education
•
area of Washington. D. C., behe five graduate schools.
than an astronaut can be progan taking a hard look at some
Each
man
. pelted into an orbit without his
who qualifies
of the problems of poverty in
for admission to the Consortium
spacecraft.
their community.
Program receives a fellowhsip
What good are jobs if you're One of their chief
concerns consisting of free tuition plus a
Boston, ( WNISNS) — For no more be separated from was that
medical services for $2.500 stipend each year
'for
eight weeks the patient had too sick to hold them? To what the poor
were scattered two years, provided he mainbeen hiccuping qght and day. advantage is a splendid n e w througho
ut t h e Washington tains adequate progress
toward
, A simple technique perfected school house if a child's health area.
In the event of illness a the M.B.A. degree.
Supplemen,by a hospital aide restored is poor? And, just how impor- resident
might have to visit tal educational and orientat
,him to normal breathing with- tant is a decent home to an ill
ion
four separate locations to get experience are
also available
in three minutes.
man or woman?
complete medical treatment. through the Consorti
um as
The aide, Benjamin Tiso of I firmly believe that unless The residents decided to take required
by the individual
black
people
become
action
actively
to
buck the system and candidate.
Boston City Hospital, has reaggressively
concerned make it respond to their health All seniors and
ceived doctors' permission to and
graduates ot
treat acute hiccup cases by about health problems all other needs. The fight for compre- accredited colleges are invited
:social
and
economi
hensive
objective
c
s
health services took to apply for these fellowships,
placing a drop of diluted ammonia in each nostril followed will be hist a dream. Health about four years. They recruit- regardless of undergraudate
by a few minutes with an'must be made a major prior- ed support from local doctors. major. Previous work or study
ity that demands a NOW ap- the D. C. Health Department, in business
oxygen mask.
or economics is not
proach.
the Public Health Service. the • a requirement for admission.
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To Be Young Gifted and Smith, "Memphis Miss Junior
Black . . • Is Where It's At! Miss". She's a senior at
are the words from Nina Si• Booker T. Washiagtos High
daughter of Mr. sod
which she co- and the
nose's song
Mrs. Hamilton Smith. "To Be
authored with Weldoe Irvine Young Gifted And Black Your
in memory of the playwrigh! soul's is tact!"
Lorraine. Hansberry and are
Jetting . . . help' Help!
appropiattly the words we are
please forgive Ag they
and
using in congratulating Whitthe best made plans of
say
tier A. Sengstacke, Jr., who
mice and men often go awn
is among five jounalists of
. so it was with our column
.
thirty-one finalist across the
last week, the Gremlins must
' country named Associates of;
have confiscated it and also
the Center for Policy Study at
the ballot for the Greyhound
II* University of Chicago.
Lines and Tri-State Defender
Whit will be leaving come "Woman of the Year". The
January for the studying and 1 ballot is in this issue, please
teaching
experience at the fill it out with your choice of
center for urban studies. He's Women of the Year or write
Associate Editor of the Tri- us a card or letter giving us
State Defender and is the son your candidate.
of Mr. and Mrs. Whittier A. ballots. The lady recehing
Sengstacke, he's General Mana- the highest number of votes
ger of the TSD. Whit is a grad- will be the "Woman of the
uate of Tennessee State Univer- Year" and the second and
sity.
third receiving the highest
Congeats to Brenda Joyce number will also be honored

1,

send cards ar

Go-round.
ERMA LEE LAWS ,

cock, Woman's Editor of the
"Ultimately a man's
sense of manhood must
, Atlanta World who asked to
be remembered to Jewel Hulcome from within;
Editor
W•m an 's
; bert,
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Thanksgiving echoes . . . of the Memphis World. We
Inez
and
Richard
Kaiser I ran into Charles Mason of
of Kansas
City,
Missourit K.C., who attended the Kappa
their twenty-fifth' Deb Ball last spring as guest
celebrated
wedding anniversary in the of his friend Kappa Polemar•
Terrace Room of the Hotel ch Ike White.
Muehlebach. The
scintalling The Memphis contingent inoccasion which lasted the whole cluded watchables Velma Leis
week-end drew friends of the Jones, Zernia (Mrs. Jesse)
Miss Jones are Judge and Mrs. Scovel Richards, of New
MEMPHIANS IN NEW YORK recently attending a recepwell liked and well known Peacock, Evelyn (Mrs. WllKappa
Alpha
the
by
given
York, and aunt and uncle of Dr. John E. Jordon; BenAstoria
Waldorf
the
at
tion
couple from various cities and liam) Robertson, who were
jamin Curley, of the Africana Cosmetics, Inc., and a forAtty. Angie Brooks, a member of the
for
Sorority
Alpha
with
School
Graduate
in
all
included Dr. and Mrs. Wallace
mer Memphis's, Miss Laws, and Mrs. Elikeibeth Koontz,
sorority who is president of the United Nations, were
Dooley, from Nashville, who're Inez at Columbia University.
of
Director
of the Women's Bureau, U. S. Department of
Director
Regional
Southeastern
Jones,
Lois
Velma
Miss
frequent visitors to the Bluff Yours truly was also on the
Labor.
Alpha Kappa tlpha Sorority and Miss Erma Lee Laws,
her
on
was
K.C.
Evelyn
scene.
City; Dr. and Mrs. C. W.
member of Beta Epsilon Omega chapter. Pictured with
Turner, from St. Louis, their way home from St. Paul, Minnesota
visited
had
she
where
Memphis
friends
included
current best seller. You prob- Mr. and Mrs. Hershel Latham (Cora) Reid, Mrs. Edward The lure of a soul food dinner
Meharry
mates, Dr. - Oscar,a sick relative.
(Gladys) Reed, Mrs. T. J. in addition to bridge prizes and
Speight, Dr. A. E. Porne,! Inez is "Miss Public Rela- ably saw her on the "Today", who're also morticians.
mate,
.
.
.
Laze
Petticoat
Down
Her
summer.
t Pauline) Toney, Mrs. John good company drew the Elelast
show
etc., Mr. and Mrs. Walter tions" and her prowess and,
to
Taylor, Mrs. R. B.Imestosa bridge mates to the
added
have
(Jeraldine)
Servicel
Voulants
The
Postal
in
is
Richard
Hall, from Prairie View, Tex- reputation is nationwide. Hen!
onion
as; Mr. and
Mrs. Frank swank suite of offices is housed and their handsome young sonl their roster and the new -mem- (Mae Bess) Wright and yoursTki '0 min) unlata Jo
Pickett.
Young, St. Louis; Mr. and in the downtown National Bank Rickey who was busy squiring bers of the auxiliary of the truly.
Mrs. Marney Alexande and Building. She is the author of the lasses around for the week- Goodwill Homes for Children The name of the game is After dining on chittlings,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Burton, "Hints f or H omemakers", end is a student at Kansas are Mrs. 0. C. Collins, Mrs. bridge and calling the shots southern fried chicken, spicy
Leo (Mary Alice) McWilliams, was Hazel Lee when she la- spaghetti and other soulful
all from the Windy City; Dr. which is carried weekly in University.
And speaking of soul food, Mrs. Margie Williams, Mrs. vished the hospitality of her delacies it was time for bridge.
Terrence McDonald, Wichita, your Tri-State Defender. Her
Displaying finess at the game
Kansas and Mrs. Oziel Wool- book, "Soul Cookery" is a we had more than our share Warner (Lee Eleanor) Benson, home to the PATS.
Marion Parker, who
at the Kaisers comfortable Mrs. Myrtle Smith, Mrs. Ro- The sparkle of gold was in, were
home which is tastefully furn- bert (Beverly) Crawford, Mrs. the eyes of winners Mollie claimed a white silk umbrella,
ished with mementos of their I Otis (Margaret Ann) Strong, Fields, capturing a gold medal- Pearlie Pugh, winning those
travels. The spacious family and Miss Gwendolyn Jones. lion, Wilhelmein (Mrs. Charles) Feasting on the seasonal
room is heavily dotted with Other members of the service Thompson, a gold jewelry case, dinner with Cornish hens as
trophies. p I agues. citations organization are Mrs. Willard and Euralla (Mrs. Charles) fashionable long strings of
and other awards Inez has (Ethel) Bell, President; Mrs. Fletcher, a fragant spray pow- pearls; Alma Patton, cologne
and guest Harriett E. Nelson,
received. T\k-as a fantastic Doris Bowden, Mrs. Harper der.
week-end dashing here and (Peggy) Brewer, Mrs. Theo- piece de resistance and a a billfold.
yon. Now for that weight dare (Elsie') Branch, Mrs.,fetching Pocohontas congealEtt- Chalking up the time ac
Richard (Anna) Clark, Missl salad and other goodies were1being well spent were Addle
watcher', diet.
coior
new
ie her
And on the local scene Cora Cell Connelly, Mrs. Samuel Shirley (Mrs. Leroy) Johnson,!Jackson, Dorothy Ingram, Bea
cateicei. LOUBEE knows
and Oscar Smith were enter- (Mattie) Crossley, Mrs. Robert Lucy (Mrs. Shelley) Jacksen,!Allen, Katie McGuire, Ida
taining Mr. and Mrs. Fred (Thelma) Davidson, Mrs. Fel- 'Mrs. Thelma Miller, Ezelle 'Winfrey, Marilee@ Scott Elizabow to meke black even more
Henderson, from Athens, Tex- Ion (Eathryn) Earls, Mrs. (Mrs. Hannibal) Parks, and beth Stokley and Lola Mae
beasertifill. Print your name and
as, and Mrs. Marie Branehe, James (Anna Marie) Greene, Julia (Mrs. William) Woodard. Thompson.
from New Madrid, Missouri. Mrs. Minerva Hancock, Miss
addree6 o the coupon below
They all decided to hop in one Minerva Jane Johnican, Miss
sad send to LOUBEF
BLENDED SCOTCH wHISKY. $6.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK,N.Y.
car and motor up to St. Louis Dorothy Jones, Mrs. Gloria ,
Mrs. Melvin
and
P. O. Bon 356
for a part of the holidays. Lindsey
Friends of the Smiths and (Elsie) Malunda, Jr.
iltriter Park, Florida
Still other members are Mrs.
guests rolled out the red carpet
32769
of hospitality while they were Vohness Moore, Mrs. Leonard
(Marie) Murrell, Mrs. Samuel
here.
And Jewel and Jimmy Hid- (Maggie) Peace, Mrs. McCann
-------bert motored down to Jackson,
Mississippi to visit Dr. and
Mrs. Martin Harvey who were
there from Southern University Don't suffer agony. In seconds get relief
where he's a Dean, visiting her that lasts with ORA-JEL. speed-retease
mother, Mrs. M. C. Collins formula puts it to work Into stop throbbing
Mrs. Harvey and her mother stantly
toothache pain,so safe docare in the funeral home busi- tors recommend it for
ness together in Jackson and Within&
o
Jewel reports that their new
modern building with its Mediterranean decor is most beautiful.
The Hulberts ran into Loh
and Charlie Tarpley who were
there visiting her parents,
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INSTAMAT1C
140 .1. 14 A

FOS

"When you give someone a Kodak Instamatic'
camera, you know they'll enjoy it year after year
after year. They just drop in the film and take
good,sharp,color or black-and-white snapshots
or color slides. Just like that. There's nothing
for them to set or forget.,
"The Kodak Instamatic 124 camera comes
in a ready-to-shoot color outfit including flashcube,
wrist strap, batteries,and Kodak film fof color
snapshots for less than $22.The camera alone
is less than $19. And there are other Kodak
Instamatic cameras from less than $10.

"Anybody'd be very, very happy with this
automatic wonder. It has an electric eye that
automatically sets the lens and a spring motor that
winds the film,so they're always ready for the
next shot. Plus automatic flashcube rotation
and a special setting for close-ups. The complete
Kodak Instamatic 414 outfit is less than $52.

"Anybody can take movies as easily as
snapshots with these new, palm-size, slim, super 8
movie cameras. Just drop in a film cartridge and
get sharp, bright,colorful super 8 movies.
"The Kodak Instamatic M22 movie camera
is less than $30. The M30 has power zoom,reflex
viewing,an extra-fastf/1.9 lens,and a CdS electric
eye. It's less than $100."

Kodak gifts give
happilyever after.
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passing of Alabama's Scott
against the multiple talHunter
Coach Paul "Bear' Bryant of
of
Colorado's All-American
ents
11a ba nmr, is a good example of
low fickle sports fans can be. Bob Anderson.
No later than this season there ugEwry FESTIVITIES
were thOse among Crimso n1 Preliminaries which sre realride followers who suggested)y major attractions in their
tfter az early season defeat. own rights are the Liberty
hat naaybe the Bear was all Bowl track meet and basketball
vashed up. A few years ago tourney. The track meet feale Bear could do no wrong tures strong entrants from Vilsci many of his followers em- lanova, Arkansas, Tennessee,
-aced-the idea that he no s- and Memphis State. Memphis
•ssed t.he mystic poser to State, victorious over Athletes
alk o weter.
in Action and Sam Houston afAlabama football and Coach ter dropping a one point thrill'Iryant's Prestige won ti.em a er ts Union last week, was exhot against a fine Colorado pected to reach the finals of
iam this -afternoon (Saturday) the four team cage affair with
the 'Liberty Bowl. The Tide Tulsa the other finalist. Howhecks in with a 6-4 record but ever, Mississippi State a ad
•largeet crowd ever to watch Arkansas could set a neat. amLiberty Bowl i n Memorial bush for the two MVC favorites.
actiurp is expected to swell
e attendance in the vicinity LEMOYNE-OWENS 0 P E NS
50.000 and millions on net- FAST
' ork television.
Before the season got underThe Bear will he the under- way LeMoyne-Owen Coach
tag at .the start of the kick-off. Jerry Johnson was scratching
'olorado has a 7 3 r cc o r d his hair out worrying over how
hich lists Orange Bowl bound to fill the shoes of 6-8 Will ie
ssouri among its victims. Taylor and Bill Meggett. ApIdle Crowder welcomes t he parently the veteran L-0 lead,portunity to show his Buffa- er has found the solution in
es here because the former little Jerry Dover and freshwould man Robert Brown, Dover, 5-8
klahoma quaterback
cc terecruit some of the blue when he stands firmly erect.
tip gridders from this area. has teamed with Brown a newae of-.his talent scouts was hot comer from Barret's Chapel to
Ray'Chapman before the 1068 lead L-0 to three consecutite
'-ep-Player of Year recipient wins in the first week of the
-St hie lot with the Golden young season.
Aphers; of Minnesota, CrowdThe Magicians downed Tou's Old teammate. Buddy
galoo 81-73, Lane 54-75 a n d,
ake,- is on the Liberty Bowl
blasted Lincoln of Misaouri 105lectiori committee. Coiorado 91 last Saturday n',
,t t on tile
in
State
id to beat Kansas
ory was a
road. The latter
t,rcler to get the bid.
good sign that Magician folThis will be the first Liberty lowers will have things to cheer
owl game since the founder about this season It marked
ud Dudley moved it from the first time t hat LeMoyne
'hiladelphia so that black play- has defeated Lincoln, at least
- will play. Colorado has sev- in the -past two decades.
t'al. The Buffaloes have been
Jackie Robinson led all scort town all week going through ers with 27. Brown had his best
-ills 7W"hile Alabama wasnt' scoring night with 22, followed
!heduled to arrive until Th urs- by Dover with 21 and Ed Hosthis week.
iy
kins the usual L-0 scoring leadThe game should be a real er firing in 13. Miles wit facc
ide 'open affair pitting the' L-0 tonight in Bruce Hall
slEAR -MEETS BUFFALOES
•

II.

T

LUXURY!
ESCAPE FROM THE HIGH COST OP
Seen.

1970 OLDSMOBILE
Cutla:v. Supreme Holiday Coupe

THE ESCAPE MACHINE
400 wow( waif-us...

WE'LL WOR K WITH vOU ••

PRYOR
MAGICIAN FLOORED — This action shot
by Ernest Withers shows forward Jackie
Robinson of the LeMoyneOwen Magicians
falling to the floor in Bruce Hall after a
fool had been committed by a Tougaloo
-

OLDSMOMILE CO.
2325 gUMILER•324.7341

player. Looking on is the Magicians' 6-5
freshman center, Charles Edge (50) of Detroit. Referee Bill Little at left calls t h e
foul. The Magicians won the game, 81-74.
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:When you're looking for excuses to be
angry, to commit acts of violence, to hate and
rebel, they're easy to find. As a child, I remember my mother leaving our house early in the
morning to work at washing clothes and scrubbing floors. I remember my father accepting
any job he could get to help keep our family
in clothes, food and shelter. I remember welfare checks when there were no jobs. But I also
remember something else. Through all those
years of physical nothingness, I never lost respect for my parents. I never referred to them
as my "old lady" or my "old man."
I knew they were trying. And I felt that
through it all, they retained a pride and dignity
was
that no social structure could destroy. It
and
nw parents who taught me how to be black
rely
constant
who
proud. It was my parents
anyone
'than
triaded me:,"You are no better
crte"--and no one else is better than you!"
the world is full of cynics who sneer
Being
at this kind of feeling and sentiment.
join
to
anyone
taack, 1 have as much reason as
my
of
CfiZin. Being realistic, with standards
that
gartt—I won't! Nobody has proved to me
decency
ding
downgra
ttcdence; disrespect, and
and
Mve done anything to help the social status
Enity of black people.
e
• But don't read me wrong! I am an advocat
educathrough
Id Black Power. Black Power
Black
Zinn and reform... not revolt. To me,
Power must start with black pride and black
dignity. Without these two ingredients...
fact!
you've got black nothing. No bull. Just
•

11,..

fe9e8bekt
•
alp

Vice President
The Greyhound Corporation
•

f'd

Mr. & Mrs. Willie Porter. 3346 Whitehaven-C.apleville Road

-r electric bill averages
only $1910 p month with tioth
electric heat and air
conditioning"
(Not to mention our beautiful all-electric kitchen.)
Good insulation makes a big difference in
the efficiency and cost of any type heat,and
the Porter's three-bedroom, Gold Medallion
home is a perfect example.
Mr.Porter will tell you,"Not only did I want
our home to be properly insulated,I insisted
on floor registers so that we get maximum

benefit from our electric heat pump."
If you would like more information about
electric heat for your home,ask an MLGW
heating specialist to advise you on insulation
and type of equipment. Phone 525-2552,
extension 354. Memphis Light,Gas & Water
Division. Mr.Porter did.
'41497

ML GW
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Rust Will Celebrate
103rd Founders' Day

S. Africa Now Trying
22 Black Nationalists

PRETORIA, South Africa — judges that she had already
armed with sub-ma- served a six months under
Policemen
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — two dormitories at 12 noon. chine guns were placed at all the Terroism act which indiRust College will observe its Miss Price is scheduled to be entrances to the courtroom cated that she had already
103rd annual Founders' D ay present for the ceremonies.
where twenty-two black Afri- been found guilty.
activities from Friday, Dec. 12,, On Friday, the Rust College cans went on trial here on
She has been serving a life
and
14,
Dec.
through Sunday,
Institute for District and Con- charge of having revived a
for plotting revolusentence
the public is invited.
ference Lay Leaders will be banned revolutionary organiza- tion, and planning a malitary
Founders' Day o n Sunday, held at 1 p.m. and a Christ- tion.
invasion of South Afriqa.
Dec. 14, will be highlighted by mas concert will be presented
Among the accused was Mrs. Members of the United. States
an address by Dr. Richard V. by the Rust College choir 'it 8 Nelson Mandela, wife of a, for- and British embassies were
mer leader of the banned Afri- present in the courtroom', when
Moore, president of Bethune- p.m.
Cookman College at 10 a.m., Activities for Saturday will be can National Congress, who the - presiding judge entered a
and will preceed t he dedica- the Founders Day Parade at refused to plead, and told the plea of not guilty for the women, and the other defendants
tion of the Lentyne Price Li- 10 a.m, with high school and
in the case.
brary and t he dedication of college bands
The first prosecution Witness,
Phillip
Economist,
British
Ralph Golding, who has been
in jail himself since May, testified that he had began giving
economic lectures to non-white
when he came to South' Africa
Social
Eight Cobra
The
in 1967, and-that he soon beClub will present its seventh
came friendly with Samuel
anniversary dance on SaturTholotho, one of the accused,
day night, Dec. 13, at the Holiwhom he says told htmlie was
day Inn at 980 S. Third st.
a member of the African Nafrom 9 p.m. until late. Music
tional Congress.
will be played by the Soul
do
goods
more
The ANC was banned in
F',33TnN —How much free-' recognize that
Diplomats.
corn American business retains' not necessarily mean more hap- The Cobras include Walter South Africa, and it is against
are
these
ave.
Poplar
4721
at
at Wig Outlet International
WIG OUTLET International has introduced a process callfoe the rest of this century de-, piness. They are also recogniz- Mosby, president; David Holy- South African laws to be a
four young women. From left they are Peggy Sharp, Saned "Born Again" which will revitalize hair like magic and
pends on how it reacts to at ing that more goods eventually field, vice president; L. T. member of the organization.
dra Eaton, Francs Wright and Glenda Wilson.
Outlining the case for the
add texture and more body style for more manageability.
revolution in public expecta- mean more junk, and that the Hamilton, business manager;
On hand to serve the public and demonstrate the process
tions, Henry Ford II said here junk in the air, in the water A. T. Tate, assistant business state, the prosecutor, J. H.
s—
and on the land could make the manager;
last week.
Felix
Livingston, Liebenberg said the ease cenearth unfit for human halfita- secretary; Eugene Reed. treas- tered on activities of the ConAddressing the Public Affairs tion before we reach the 21st urer; Otis
McNeil, chaplain; gress which was outlawed and
Forum of the Harvard Business century.
and L. 0. Dandridge, sergeant- declared illegal, in 1960..
School, the chairman of in el
Liebenburgh said that the
of the at-arms.
board of Ford Motor Company' "In short, the terms
would prove that the
evidence
and
said this revolution "has al- contract between industry
organization was revived in
changing."
are
society
ready had a profound and var-1
1967, when the defendants made
led impact on business costsl Such changes, Mr. For indi-'
secret contacts in townships in
and operations."
and around Johnnesburgh, then
cated, have been building for
to
revive ,. cogress
iitarted
For example, he noted, Ford a long time.
tli,e, counbranches
throughout
Hunbillion,
—
a
half
LE
the
spending
"now
is
in
NASHVIL
reflected
"They are
MIAMI -- Peter G. Holden, The organizational meeting' Alumni Association's proposed dreds viewed the remains and dollars a year in the United!
try.
business
on
restrictions
many
a
Sweating,
president ot the St. Augustine was held at the St. Agnes Epis- reforms. Father
attended the final rites of Dr. States and Canada to keep up activities already imposed -by
College National Reform 'Alum- copal Church, Father Lambert 1957 graduate of St. Augustine,
with government standards andi legislatures, regulatory agen-.
the
for
plans
tenative
outlined
minded telephone
ni, and Purdie Anders, St. Aug- Sands Rector.
LOOK HAIRup with public expecta- cies and the courts," he said.1 A safety
catch
man is credited with using
ustine's public relations direc- Purdie Anders, who is also Miami Chapter.
o
t
autome-1
respect
with
tions
uuprece—
the
of
because
"Now,
EPA RATTONS
R
P
by;
outlined
plans
the
Among
e
h
t
of
secretary
executive
reAlamni
Christmas
a
with
Mimi
lights on
tor, met
tive safety and air pollution."1 dented growth of affluence j lectric
At your local cosinauc
formers here to organize a alumni, gave highlights of the Father Sweating was a busl
gave a warm bu t
They
trees.
j;
recent years, the changes
—Counter—
St. Augustine development plan trip to St. Augustines's homeMiami chapter.
this wax candles were used on
Mr. Ford said modern induspeople's values are pressing
There Is a Look Hale
20.
Vivities
Feb.
coming
colthe
of
films
showed
and
hut
warm
a
gave
The two visitors were met at
The
trees.
trial society is "based on thel
Preparation
on us more heavily than ever— dangerous glow as their flames
the International Airpirt by lege's campus and the fall Vir- During their visit Holden and
assumption that it is both pos-j
For Every Hair Nand
and the danger of losing our
Father Stafford Sweating, Rec- ginia Beach Alumni convention. Anders made trips to the leadboughs.
dry
the
danced near
sible and desirable to go on
business freedom is greater
Peter Holden addressed the ing black dominated high
tor of the African Orthordox
LOOK HAIR
To avoid t his hazard, the
forever providing more and
Nassau.
ever.
visited
than
and
schools
group and outlined the National'
Church of Christ.
more goods for more and more
telephone employee soldered
IONPREPARAT
AugusSt.
of
Where brochures
people."
"How much freedom business'tiny switchboard lights toDIVISION of
tine's College life and appli"Today that assumption is be- will retain in the closing de-Igether and covered them with
HAYNES & SON
cation were distributed to Goving
seriously challenged," he cades of this century depends. colored paper — thus electric
John
on
School
P.O. Box 1124
erment High
. became a much safer
asserted. "The industrial na- on the quality of management's lights
Carbondale, i111:4
'Kennedy Blvd.
tions have come far enough response to the changing ex..' substitute for the burning canOthers attending the meeting
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Like It Is

AMONG WHITE YOUTH

The death of Martin Luther King, Jr., on April 4, 1968 remains as the singlemost awesome event in the history of Mem- !
phis. Yet for many people the recent corrosive split in the '
Black Coalition becomes the second major tragic incident.

DEAN1 MEET AT TSU ...Dr. J. A. Payne,
Jr., Doan of Student Affairs at Tennessee
State Cniversity, chats with the officers of
the Tejinessee Association of Women Deans
and Counselors (TAWCD) during die annual
meetin,g last week on that campus in Nashville. Thee' are (1. .0 r.): President Elizabeth Murphy of Tennessee Tech.; Secretary
Treastiier Lillian Wooten, Nashville Metro
School; and vice-President Mabel Bell

Crooks of Tennessee State University. "The
Use and Abuse of Drugs" and "Admissions
Problems" were topics discussed. Speakers
included Dr. Charles D. Proctor of Meharry;
Dr. John A. Wilson, Vanderbilt; Mrs. Ann
Beauchamp, Vanderbilt; and President A.
P. Torrence, Dr. Payne, and Dean Carl
Crutchfield of Tennessee State. Deans and
Counselors from across the state attended
the one-day session.

Give Her HAIR For Xmas,
HOLIDAY SPECIALS I
I
Wash & Wear tapered Wig
only s19.95
See the all new 100%
Human Hair * Wig-Fall * 1
a wig by day and high _n A Ar
Fashion Fall by nite. only $.14.U0

Extra Special Clearance
your Choice of 100%
HUMAN HAIR
Wigs—Fall—Cascade

$19.95
BANK AMERICARD

LAY -A-WAY

MASTER CHARGE

EXPERT STYLING 3.50
llt

%

''

It's not how much'
you spend,it's the
spirit that counts.
Now you can afford to be a sport.
And treat everyone on your list to eight year
old Kentucky Tavern.-They'll love the smooth,
mellow taste, and your wild extravagance.
Who would ever guess that KT costs
no more than those younger Bourbons. Why,
it's like getting four extra years free.
So go ahead. Give the great eight.
And don't forget, the gift wrap's on us.
Bottled in Bond Kentucky Tavern is
available in a companion gift package.

Ass

Draft Dodge, Not Justice, a
een As Base Of Protests
i
St

WASHINGTON, D. C. —1 thorities are provoked by mili- can Methodist Episcopal ant,
The Black Coalition formed itself during the month of SepChurch"...
B a p tist
There was a noticeable ab- tants or extremists facions of Ebenezer
member 1969. The Education Commitee of the NAACP, Memsence of black participation in the peace movement or by which were used for staginiC
phis Branch invited ail segments of the black community to
the history making demonstra- the presence of black leader- areas for the huge march.
join its eyfort to confront the Memphis Board of Education
Walter Washington'ois
tions against the WAR IN Viet- ship asserting itself (such as Mayor
with black demands for better education for all children. A
was cornrhended by the cit380'
nam
Black
here
because
black
Bobby
Seale
of
the
people'
variety of organizations accepted the invitation and became a
council for working out thi
prefer to use their energy to Panthers).
part of the strategy committee. These included: C.b.M.E.: the
final arrangements with thee&
work
for
racial
peace
in
(4)
—
Although
many
blacks
Mobilizers, the Invaders, the Unity League, t h e Kennedy
America, the Rev. Channing support the peace movement Justice Department which en.T.
Democratic Club: the Welfare Rights Organization and a numto carr=
Phillips, • a leader of the and
E
any
demonstrations abled the protesters
her of others. By the time the NAACP gave the Board of Eduagreedpeace
meovement, declaredI against "unjust wars," they out their march up Pennsylee-•
cation the Ultimatum of October 10, tactics had been
this week.
do not believe these protests yam Ave. and demonstrators
upon. In fact, along the way the NAACP paid the Memphis
black policC
should
Phillips,
take priority over the publicity praised
Rev.
who
worked
I
Mobilizers to help organize in various sections of the black'
officers who remained firm and !
struggle
which
with
the
against
racism
New
Mobilization
I
community.
tense period.
Committee Against the Viet- is considered the basis of the patient during the
nam War to obtain housing war in Vietnam.
Although MrS. Coretta King,
At the same time the AFSCME-AFL Local 1734 was mov- and other support for the
Several
black
of
the
city's
widow
of the late Dr. Martin"'''
ing towards its strike with St. Joseph's Hospital. A strike vote peace
demonstrations,
said
leaderv•41
was taken. That vote remained in Jesse Epp's pocket for three blacks did npt devote their churches responded to Rev. Luther King Jr., was a
Phillips' plea for housing for of the Washington mobilizaweeks as various church and Memphis groups sought to bring full energies to the
record the demonstrators. These in- tion, black leadership
was
about mediation instead of a strike. In fact, in one dramatic breakine
march of 250,000 cluded the historic Asbury BUD on a token and paternal
moment Bishop Joseph A. Durick of the Diocese of Nashcr more for four din- Methodist; Metropolitan Afri- basis the minister said.
ville flew to Memphis and persuaded Mr. Epps to hold the tinct reaeons:
strike a day longer while he made still another vigorous appeal to Sister Rita and the trustees. This too did not bring re- (1)-Black people have been
marching for so long for their
sults. Hence the strike began seven weeks ago.
own Freedom and see very
little results from their efWhen the Black Coalition reached October 10th, the first
forts. There are still some
Black Monday, the strike and the school board conflict were
black groups who still march
joined together primarily for tactical purposes. Thus the black
for any cauee, however, "in
community,
incommunity worked in this isus as a united
sort of a Pavlovian response,"
sisting that Racism controlled both the Board of Education
the minister said.
and St. Joseph's Hospital.
(2) - The peace agenda of
The acknowledged agreement in the Coalition was that the young white middle class
anti-Vietnam war demonstrator
for negotiating purposes the two issues would remain separate.
What did this mean? It meant that when the NAACP execu- does not coincide with the
urban agenda of the average
tive board reported to the Coalition that its demands with the
black American who is more
Monday
Board of Education were satisfactorily met, the Black
concerned
about
correcting
segment of the movement mould end. When the workers reslum and urban conditions than
ported that St. Joseph's Hospital had met their demands for
the "nasty" conditions of the
collective bargaining, the strike would end. It was never sugwar.
gested thatt he NAACP negotiating committee could negotiate
(3)-Most
blacks
are
not
Coalition
that
the
suggested
Nor
was
it
the
strike.
the end of
could negotiate the end of the strike. But the Black Coalition willing to risk gettng their
did assert that through united direct action both issues could heads beat or bearing the
et stbe brought to an effective conclusion to the advantage of black brunt of retailiation for*
ing against a "white,
n's
people and the whole city of Memphis.
war" — especially when au-This agreement came to an end on Thursday, November
13 when the NAACP executive board by a 17-14 vote called1
•
tion did not meet to consider the results of negotiations until'
out consulting the Black Coalition. Nor had the Board of
Education agreed to any segments of the demands of the black
community through the NAACP. In fact, the Board of Education did not meet to cnsider the results of negtiations until'
the hest day.
ust open your eyes and look
This unilateral action on the part of the NAACP caused the ,ot the many, many signs.1
dismay, the bitterness, the confusion which now still haunts the gro und you--no molter wherel
ou are.
black community.

SIGNS;
MONEY;

However, the Black Coalition refused to accept this deci- If you would like to owtt your
own turn-key sign business,
sion for a halt in the school boycotts. Why?
making
plastic,
magnetic,
profitable signs -needed and
1. A first rule of direct action is that once you begin the wanted
by
every business
action you do not stop until meaningful negotiations or actual everywhere, call or write us
of
the
changes have taken place. If you examine the history
immediately.
struggle of black people for justice in the last decade direct,'
action continues until a victory of some sort is achieved.
We put you in business in twol
weeks*, makiro signs and money
If you can, tell me of a labor trike which ended before like you wouldn't believe. Just
collective bargaining brought good results. The local racist two (2) sets of signs per day will
NET you more than most bank
newspapers applauded the NAACP for what they called revice-presidents make.
Newspaper
year
the
this
earlier
But
leadership.
sponsible
stayed
outside
on
Guild was out on strike. Those employees
An investment of $7500.00 for
the picket lines until the negotiations were completed.
and
supplies
equipment,
Total
territory is guaranteed.
You simply do not throw the oars of your boat away financing will
be arrange,_'
curagainst
the
river
the
middle
of
the
still
in
you
are
while
Perfect for husband-wife tear,
rent.
Coll or write immediately.
It would have been better for the black movement to have
gone down in defeat than to call off action without an agreement in hand.
I would call off direct action if it became unmanagable.
In 1968 when our first great march with Dr. King was disrupted by unruly elements on the sidewalks, we stopped it,
just before the corner of Main and Gayoso, turned the march'
around and returned to Claybourne Temple. I would never
hesitate to call of an entire movement (if I could) if I felt
that things were going too far wrong to be justified. But the
black community was highly united on November 13. We had
only to go through the weekend to really bring of firm agreements with the board of education. There could be no reason
for a handful of black people to call a moratorium when
the black community was at its strongest and right near the
ldf
point of reaching a few of its goals.
2. We did not have the assurances from the Board of Education that no penalties would be leveled against pupils and
teachers and principals who so wonderfully supported t h e
movement Black leadership which calls for support must also
become responsible for protecting the supporters from the persecution of the white agencies of power. We did n o t receive
these assurances until November 21.
Furthermore, originally the Board of Education filed for
an injunction and suits against the Black Coalition, the NAACP,
the AFSCT*IE-AFL Local 1733 and a number of leaders in the
Coalition. We were able to have these suits continued while
negotiations went on. Now because of the NAACP action ofl
November 13th. the Board of Education dropped its suit
against the NAACP. However, the Board went into Federal
Court and filed a ten milion dollars damage suit and injunction against Coalition and the Union. The premature moratorium thus alowed this fsrther effort of the white power structure to divide and rule Memphis black people.

IT'S $1.000 — Humble Oil Terminal Superintendent Milton J.
McDermott (seated, right), presents a $1,000 check to President A. P. Torrence of Tennessee State University. The presentation was made last week
as an unrestricted gift to t h e

School of Engineering. Looking
on are (1. to r.) Gene Crawford,
College Relations Manager of
H. Dabney of the Engineering
School. Humble Oil is a c o nstant donor to Tennessee State,
especially to the School of Engineering.

RETIRING SOON — Technical
:krgeant Robert L. Christian
will be home from Homestead
Air Force Base. Fla., for the
Christmas holiday, and his
mothe r, Mrs. Beatrice McGowan of 341 West Burdock,
sas s she will be "the proudest
mother of 1969." Sgt. McGowan
will retire in 1970 at the age of
37, having enlisted at the age
of 17 in 1949. 111:- has been in
England, Newfoundland
and
Vietnam.

.1;

iIAPKASIGNMAKERS
Box 4933
**phis, Tenn.,38104
278.3179
This Is An
Eau& Opportunity Company.

APARTMENT
FOR RENT

GettheBest
Used CarsFrom the
Get WereDealer!

1SHER

MB UNION AVE.
275-1148
3250 SUMMER
324-4444

MID-CITY Apartment
4 Rooms and Bath
Heat-All Utilities
To Qualified Applicants
HOBSON-KERNS Co.
Union

Planters Bank

525-2441

lelltnnollesta

VIDIA GOODWILL REVUE
411111.poo
6•011.

I submit that when a group of people engage in direct
action the opponents aways resort to intimidation, iniunctions
arrests for disorderly conduct, etc., violence, harassment and
various charges. Rarely does the o• - lent sit down and face
the issue honestly and open's,. This has been the history of
the Negro's struggle in our native land. Therefore we in the
non-violent movement always insist that the arrests, charges
,
and suits be dropped as a part of ner
rillion. Clearly we failed in this. The executive board of the NAACP must bear large
The executive board of the NAACP must bear large responsiresponsibility for this failure.

fi
,WarlAts(

86 PROOF
Asiii••111101,
...... •,••••oritsar c
.....

on

We can only hope that the Board of Education which has
promised that "punitive action" would not be taken against
over 65,000 pupils, teachers, principals and families, keeps that
promise. We have only its word. But its word on this matter
will largely determine future black relationships with the
Board of Education.
We had a great movement going again in Memphis. It
had real power and unity. Somehow the'white powee structure
used one of its most honored devices and succeeded in spreading confusion in black neighborhoods. But we who are deeply
committed to freedom and justice now for all people but es1
pecially for the poor and black of America will not lost heart.

11111▪ 1114111111

•Glaamore Distiiienes Company,tosiitvill-Owe1thoro.Ky.Strj

SATi

We may be confused, but we have not lost faith. We may
ibea Whillose,86 & 100 Proof Bottled in BoreL . have been knocked for a loop, but we were not knocked out.
We keep our eyes on the prize. We shall overcome

Nancy Moo

OP.^

••••
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THIS REEK'S

•

ALTERNATING in the role of a wilful youngster who
helps the blind heroine in "Wait Until Dark," Frederick
Knott's suspense play which ends Saturday night at the
Memphis Little Theatre are Lisa Myers, left, 12; and
Jacquelyn Simmons, eight. Jacquelyn is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William Simmons of 1314 Worthington and
a student at Magnolia Elementary. Lisa is a seventh
grade student at Richland Junior High and daughter of
Mr. and Mn. William E. Myers of 378 Meadvale.

UAW's Reuther
Views Future

DISCOUNT
PRICES

ANNIVERSARY SPEAKER — Mrs. Cattle Lentz Stevens
is seen here giving the address for the 22nd anniversary
meeting of the Citizens Committee Council recently at the
Holiday InnItivermont. Seated at right is Mrs. Rosie Porter, toast-mistress and secretary of the organization. The
Citizens Commitee Council is one of the city's oldest civic
and service organizations.

Grambling Is Facing
An Uncertain Future

NEW YORK. — Grambling ball coach at the age of 21,
Colleg e, the predominantly fresh out of quarterbacking Leblack school that has produced land College in 1941, Mr. RobUAW President Walter P. planning for conversion and ef- more pro football stars than inson has produced 70 players
Reuther, who attracted nation- fectiveness in carrying out con- any other college except Notre for the National and American
wide attention more than a year, version plans."
will soon get some corn- Football Leagues, 35 of whom
before. Pearl Harbor for what Essence of the UAW proposal Dittie,
for grid talent from are still in the pros.
petition
came: to be known as the is this:
other Louisiana schools.
"Reuther Plan" to convert the
Through 1968, his team had
* A portion of each contracidle crapaeity of the auto indusdefense pro- This prediction was made won 180, lost 66 and tied 11.
from
profits
tor's
try from civilian to defense
duction would be set aside as this week in an article about But, says Look, Robinson is
prodirtion, last week present"conversion reserve'' in a
a
the Grambling football team more than a great coach. He
ed to.anembers of the U.S. Sengovernment trust fund, with
ate )proposal for legislation
Eddie Robinson is a great human being. Like
such monies to be released "to and its coach
to prnmote orderly conversion
issue of Look Coach Vince Lombardi, he becurrent
the
carry out a conversion plan fil- in
of defense plants to civilian
lieves it is more important to
with the government by the Magazine.
ed
prochttion.
contractor."'
make football players into men
As segrepation barriers (Turn
The.: proposal was made .at a
men into football players.
than
company's
e
h
reserve
T
*
hearigg on postwar economic
ble, Tulane and Louisiana State
"pay
to
used
be
ceralso
would
conversion scheduled by the
University, both already start- The high school boys that
Senatit Committee on Labor tain types of benefits to the
to look around, undoubtedly Eddie gets generally come
and public Welfare, headed by contractor's workers to mini- ing
mighti
they
.
hardships'
will be the first to muscle in, from the lowest economic orSen. 7Ralph Yarborough ID ,- mize
to'
transition
the
during
suffer
der. They are black, poor,
article said.
the
Tex.).
civilian production.
casually educated except in the
Re '1,1i,her told the committee
All but 12 of Grambling's
his An would "enlist the prof- "Impounded profits released current crop of 67 players are bitter lore of the ghetto and the
it mptive in the service to the contractor by the trust from Louisiana, and only one rural backwater, teetering on
of smooth
conversion from de- fund for physical conversion of of the 12 is. from outside the the edge of a wasted, perhaps
fensi.to civilian production' by his, facilities and for retraining South.
criminal life. He salvages them,
relatihg defeese contractors' of his workers would be no difthe magazine.
sayshe
became head foot"profitability directly to sound ferent, in principle" he said.I Since
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LEARN TO DRIVE
[you Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver License

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

THAN'S
LOAN
i %SIDON REVIEW MODELS — The Citizens Committee
Council presented a Fashion Review recently in the Kingston Hall of Holiday Inn-Rivermont, and models are seen
here. From left are Thomas Brooks, Mrs. Katrena Clark,
Charles Pickens, Vernon Thompson, Margaret Henderson.
-

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS * O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

and Miss Wilma Lang. The fashion show was narrated
by Mrs. Rose Brown, coordinated by Mrs. Cassandra
Randolph, with Mrs. Loretta L. McCoy as anniversary
general chairman and Mrs. Geraldine Parks, co-chairman.
Noble Thornton is president of the Council.

Mrs. Rose Brown, Miss Doris Woods, Mrs. Marie Allen,
LaQuito Barbee, Miss Forestine Frazier, Mrs. Mildred
Simmons, Barry Walker, Mrs. Gloria Eddings, Frank
Bridgeforth, James Wilson, Mrs. Lillian Rivers, Hrs.
Mary Stevens, Mrs. Marie Mit•ter, Miss Toni Blanchard,

MONEY LOANED

;Maybe I am just a habit with i:sressuring him to declare his
Cc. devotion in words — or the
him.
next words you hear may be
MECHANICS WANTED
Dear C. C.:
-good-by."
"Let's go out tomorrow
GAS & DIESEL
- prmaneat Position, Group Life
and Hospital Benefits, Paid
night" can certainly be considacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for
you must sit down. sit where'ered "something affectionate,
By
lades who want steady employment in large, roomy Meespecially if the boy has been
shop.
.00titiiirking Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687. MRS. CARLOTTA STEWART, you can be seen and easily saying it twice a week for six
,reached. If you are a good months. You say the fellow is
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
Counselor
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNTrY EMPLOYER
dancer, you won't have trou-. shy, so don't scare him off by
ble
getting dances. Here are
MUSING: He who wants a
in your lap. Don't get
signedly
himshow
friend, must first
lost in a group or stuck on the
self friendly.
a few dont's: Don't sit in a corDear Carlotta:
ner, your hands clasped reIt is now coming the time of sidelines with ONE other girl.
the year that all the teenage Don't stay in the powder room.
clubs and groups are giving Try to be seen dancing or talkwho seems
small parties. Naturally, there nig with a fellow
to be having a good time.
is dancing. I am very sensiCompletely modern and Air-Condition
tive,
and always afraid of not Dear Carlotta:
Barber and Beauty Shop
DISTRIBUTORS
months I have been
being asked to dance or parti- For six
Hi-Fashion Hair Styles
OPPORTUNITY
dating a very shy boy about
cipate in other activities.
A complete hair, facial and manicure service
I
tell
can
week.
How
twice a
Go In business for yours•II.
Working from your home on
FREE PARKING '
What can I do in order to if he really likes Me? He never
the A & Y Pion
comes right out and says any.
Open 6 days a week
become more popular?
thing affectionate. I am getting
887 Thomas Street 527-3478
Good profit Ann tired of wondering all the time.
Small investment need•cfs
Dear Ann:
If you want boys to ask you
Call or write
to dance, you must look as if
A & Y Distributors
you are having a wonderful
526 South Mein Street
time, no matter how you feel.
Memphis, TN 38103 .
1876 FOsTER - Lovely Neighborhood.
Try to be seen dancing or talk- 3 bedroom, English style home with
p... o7.3
n4 408
A
modern kitchen. $600 cash
ing with a boy who seems to plus closing cost or terms on the equity i
Garner
MARTIN LUTHER KING
be having a really good time. Peggy
a B. EARLES REALTY CO,
641 SO. HIGHLAND
To get dances, stand near the
(1929-1%8)
or
324-5614
324-6802
Keep his memory olive with this
edge of the floor where you
SHOP
true to life cast statuette in
BEAUTY
are easily accessible. A g i rl
FOR SALE
bronze-like finish. Ideal for dashhas to wait to be asked but Jackson-Hollywood
Area - Equipment
board, desk or mantle. Excellent
she can shorten the wait if and inventory. 4 operator shop. Equipbought new. Rent
old,
years
ment
8
for holiday gift giving. 31 2" high
she knows how to maneuver. If $128 month. 3 year lease.
Price 84.000.

GUIDEPOST

ON ALL ARTICLES

OF VALUE

170 BULB stint JA 6-530

176

ammimmiiiimmummh
ma
DELCO BATTERY Reg. $40 00 :
NOW $24.00
E HIGH THREAD, SLIGHTLY USED E
WIDE OVALS $10.m
E
= FREE LUB.with OIL CHANGE E

Save a bundle!

Lease trucks from

WARREN'S ORIGINAL HAIR STYLES

I IFICE

CARL CARSON!

GIPSON'S

Classified Ads

••

FOR SALE

1546 PARKWAY

PARKWAY
41
PURE
Phone 272-9508

sz

"I HAD A DREAM'

Terms. For more details call Tom
'Taylor, Realtors, 4515 Poplar 683-7361
or 278-4670.

ppd.
Send check 'Sr money order.

FOR SALE BY OWNER

Sorry, no C.O.D.'s

GREAT AMERICAN
ENTERPRISES

Cafe, complete sandwich line
Ice Create and Sundry. Set
u p for plate lunches if desire.

P.O. Box 107 Tremont Station
New York, New York 10457

Day
Night

327-0836
458-0973

Ws an Old Forester
kind ofseason.

Highland res. 363-8246.

•••111,

AT

NO EXTRA
CHARGE!

Qu

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
2493 LaROSE
2-Bedroom-Den-Brick Home. 1 block
to Bethel Grove School. Clean-Neat.
'
Nice FHA appraised-512.350.00 "C
°gen Realty Mc. 458-3373 887 south

APPLIANCE FOR SALE
FRIGIDARE refrigerator Clean, neat,
loriginal pink, 1-Door, good running
condition. $65. Call 242-4025 after 5
P.m.

ONE YEAR
SERVICE

ON ALL

Including Parts.
Labor and
Service Call
within 25 miles naive
Of Memphis city negate.

i7Offit COLOR TV'S

MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.

Limited Timeloffee

NEW ZENITH COLOR
COMMANDElt

493 S. Main St.

Now see keeb arlierfs contrast.
color level and briiiirtoess is
proper baleoce siesultainsously
—and they stay perfectly in
balance as you adjust tha col•
or pictor• to match changing
lighf levels in the morn.
There's no layer may mod is
tern separate controls.

t_

CAN YOU USE

Tbo ABUT
Model A41114141

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVENIENT
MORE

8

LOCATIONS

HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE

Off171

ALL NEW 1970

WED

Ctiaratia, Early
Americas dyke,
awed camel. 'as
losamis•
ealacf
Meratl=fs
oseisolvo of
docorofivo front arol
Hun Vcsr Tvio-C000
Simeon

OUR
3WN

SERVICE

BIG SCREEN HrPORTABLITVx

•
FiNE-FURNITURE STYLED

811111I-STAIL Winn STEREO
WITH FM/AM/STEREO FM RADIO

\MAGNETIC
SIGNS
Latest thing In advertising
on car or Truck.. Off and on
in a jiffy. Get free Information
WRITE:
HOWARD ENTERPRISES,
1 353 LAKE ASHER CIRCLE,
APOPKA, FLA. 32703

PEST
EX13111111111 CO.
TEINITIS-110A011111
RAM 11843-11ATS
Licensed aid Bonded
Call us before you are
Embarrassed

"WE MULL TO UVE"
CALL

0.1.• EVERS
111 FREE ESTIMATES

PH. FA7-6033
At86or-300 proof."There is nothing better in the market.

The CHALLENGER • A2001C
The Stirn Lino Servs
Gracefully slim portable TV .n a light
Wight molded two-tons color cabinet.
Charcoal color and Off•Whits color.
Too Carry Hindle, Monopoie Antenna

A906W • THE BELLWOOD
Distinctive :ontemporary styled cabinet in gen•
tans oil finished Walnut veneers and select
hardwood solids with Tape Input/Output *as
plus provision for optional
•xlensinn speakers with S19995
optional adapter kit.

WELL LIGHTED
PARKING AT ALL
5 LDCATIONS

1299
'

BUY ON ACE APPLIANCE EASY PAY PLAN

appliance company

Phone for
QUICK Delivery
ALL I STONES OPEN
DAILY II LB. TO 9 PAIL

L I. GATLIN

SUMMER
714111 Sommer

Please 124-44414

WHMIHAVDA
411111 Owe. 11

Shim 00649011

R 0. KINRill

PRAYSIR
at

%anew Ow,St 1161

Phew,004-41103

1174 Lamer

aegi4370

1177 P.O..

Phew, 042.1641

